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ABSTRACT

Project 6.9 participation in the Tight Rope, Blue Gill, King Fish, Check Mate, and Star
Fish events was quite successful. The objectives of this project were to: (1) determine,
as a function of frequency, the time history, position in space, and the strength of all
radar echoes associated with these high-altitude bursts, (2) interpret military signifi-
cance of these results, and (3) use these results to contribute to the overall development
of a phenomenological model of high-altitude nuclear detonations.

The UHF instrumentation for this project consisted of the following: ground-based
radars at 398, 850, and 1210 Mc were used at Johnston Island. Shipborne radars at 140
and 370 Mc were used in the magnetic conjugate area. A total of six 425-Mc AEW radar
aircraft were used in the detonation area and in the magnetic conjugate area.

In the detonation area, the radars located at Johnston Island obtained echoes from the
fireball/debris for each of the tests; these echoes are summarized in the table below.

UHF FIREBALL/DEBRIS ECHOES

Test Maximum Amplitude Maximum Duration

Star Fish 20 db I to 2 seconds

Check Mate > 50 db 6 minutes
King Fish > 50 db 10 minutes
Blue Gill > 50 db 25 minutes
Tight Rope 40 db . minutes

In addition, detonation-area auroral clutter was observed north of Johnston Island on
Star Fish, Check Mate, and King Fish. These echoes were generally weak and sporadic,
but persisted for quite long periods of time. The reflections generally occurred at

heights between 80 and 500 km. The table below summarizes these measurements.

DETONATION-AREA AURORAL CLUTTER

Test Maximum Duration

Star Fish 5 hours
Check Mate 2 hours 39 minutes
King Fish > 2 hours 55 minutes

Increases in radio noise were detected on the Johnston Island UHF radars on Check
Mate, King Fish, and Blue Gill. The maximum temperatures and durations are shown
below.

RA.DIO NOISE

Test Maximum Temperature Maximum Duration

Check Mate 10,000" K > 140 seconds
King Fish 7,000- K > 20 seconds
Blue Gill 3,000 ° K 100 seconds
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Observations of the radar effects made in the magnetic conjugate area obtained posi-
tive results on all except Blue Gill at 140 Mc, and on some shots at 370 Mc. The dura-
tions are shown in the following table.

CONJUGATE-AREA AURORAL CLUTTER

Test 140 Mc 370 Mc
Maximum Duration Maximum Duration

Star Fish 240 seconds 170 seconds
Check Mate 360 seconds None
King Fish 740 seconds 110 seconds

Tight Rope 54 to 110 minutes None

These echoes were similar to the detonation-area auroral clutter in that they were
weak and sporadic in nature. Early-time conjugate echoes were used to determine the
actual magnetic conjugate point for comparison with the calculated magnetic point, using
Finch and Leaton coefficients.

The echoes and increases in background noise levels could have deleterious effects on
ballistic missile defense system radars. The increased sensitivity of such missile sys-
tem radars (as much as 44 db greater) over the Johnston Island radars would make the
detonation-area clutter seen on such a radar extremely intense and longer lasting than
indicated above.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The detonation of nuclear devices at high altitudes in the

atmosphere produces complex and interrelated phenomena dependent

not only on yield, altitude, and ratio of fission-to-fusion yield,

but also upon geometry with respect to the earth's magnetic field

and time of day.

The ionizing radiations from the bomb itself produce %%ide-

scale effects uhich at high altitudes are constrained only by the

earth's curvature, the earth's magnetic field and the denser air

below. In addition, the lingering fission p-oducts are a signif-

icant continuing source of ionization effective for many hours.

Thirdly. the deposition of large amounts of enerzy in the atmos-

phere produces large-scale motions in the atmosphere; shocks,

waves, and turbulence, Mhich in the absence of the other to

direct ionization effects, would alone be very important in re-

arranging the natural existing ionization.

There are two separate viewpoints from which radar measurements

during high-altitude detonations are important. Radar studies of

bomb-produced clutter are vitally needed to ans%%er the immediate

needs of systems desigrners, and to fill in gaps in present knowledge.

From the second viewpoint, diagnostic studies are very much in order

to improve our understanding oi the phenomenon itself. Only through

this latter approach can a good body of detailed knovledge evolve

which can be drawn upon in the future for systems as yet unconcvivvd.
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1.1 OBJECTIVES

The main objective of Project 6.9 was the development of an improved

understanding of the radar reflection phenomena of high-altitude

nuclear detonations so that the military significance of such

phenomena on AICBM systems can be assessed. In addition, the

experimental radars assembled for Fish Bowl Project 6.9 have been

specifically designed to yield as much information concerning

the phenomenology of high-altitude nuclear bursts as is possible.

More specifically, the objectives of Project 6.9 are listed

below:

1. To determine as a function of time the strength, position

in space and variation as a function of radar frequency the radar

reflections associated with:

(a) the fireball/debris

(b) the auroral clutter in the detonation area

(c) the auroral clutter in the magnetic conjugate area

(d) the tube of ionization passing overhead at the mag-

netic equator.

2. To correlate the radar reflection results with visual

phenomene seen looking at:

(a) the fireball/debris

(b) the auroral effects in the detonation ar-a

(c) the auroral effects in magnetic conjugate area

(d) the tube of visual effects passing overhead at the

magnetic equator.
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3. To provide information concerning the earth's magnetic

field by observing magnetic conjugate effects.

4. To contribute information which will allow the assessment

of the effects of high-altitude nuclear detonations upon advanced

radars presently in use and contemplated for use with ballistic

missile systems.

5. To contribute as much information as possible to the

development of an overall phenomenological model of high-altitude

nuclear detonations so that all effects of such detonations at any

other yield and altitude may be predicted as accurately as possible.

1.2 APPENDED INFORMATION

Appendixes A and B contain information on radar performance and

data reduction. Appendix C contains a recommendation for radar measure-

ments during Operation Blue Rock. Appendix D presents recommendations

for data acquisition and processing.
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CHAPTER 2

TIGHT ROPE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This detonation was expected to produce a well-contained

fireball which would expand gradually and rise slowly. The size

of the fireball at I second was estimated to be in

diameter. It was expected to rise at a rate of less than 100

m/sec.

As the fireball should be of high electron density, extensive

radar returns were expected from it.

No auroral clutter was expected to be observed in the burst

area. Virtually no auroral conjugate effects were expected unless

the debris rose to an altitude Some effects

in the conjugate area were expected as a result of gamma-produced

Compton electronsthough these effects were not expected to be

seen by LHF radars.

2.2 PROCEDURE

2.2.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Instrumentation. The Johnston Island instrumen-

tation for Project 6.9 consisted primarily of three UHF radars and

a seven-frequency HF pulse radar (sounder). These radars were

housed in three portable vans. Figure 2.1 shows one van being

unloaded at Johnston Island. The field site layout is shown in

Figure 2.1 of Volume 1, which is an aerial photograph of part of

t See Volume 1 for a more complete discussion of the expected results.
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Johnston Island.

Each UHF radar was composed of a pulsed klystron transmitter,

gas tube duplexer, parametric amplifier -eceiver system, and syn-

chronizing and display equipment. All three UHF radars operated

into a common antenna, the 86-foot dish. Figure 2.2 is a block

diagram of the 398-Mc radar system; the 850-Mc and 1210-Mc systems

were essentially identical. Figure 2.3 shows the interior of the

van containing the 398-Mc and 850-Mc transmitters.

Each of the radars was calibrated by first measuring the trans-

mitter power output following the duplexer with a calibrated

directional coupler and a microwave power meter using a thermistor

mount, then by inserting a calibrated RF pulse from a signal gen-

erator back into the receiver through a directional coupler in

front of the duplexer. In this way, the radar sensitivity could

be monitored continuously at all times.

The antenna was a parabolic dish type with an elevation-

izimuth mount, steerable in all directions.and continuously

rotatable in azimuth. The dish was composed of an aluminum radial

truss-and-ring assembly, constructed around a steel-barrel truss-

and-tripod support. The dish was mounted on a surplus naval 5-inch

gun mount. The dish and mount were supported by a steel tower and

base frame. Figure 2.4 shows the mount being lifted onto the

tower. Expanded aluminum mesh tied onto the ring assembly formed

the reflecting parabolic surface, the measured rms deviation of
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which was approximately 1/2 inch. The limited deviation and the

mesh size, 5/8 inch by 5/8 inch, ensured that the dish would perform

properly up to a maximum frequency of 3 Gc. Figure 2.5 shows the

dish being lifted for attachment to the mount.

The mount was driven in azimuth and elevation by 50-hp and

25-hp wound-rotor inductrion motors, respectively. The motors were

controlled from the control van. The dish drives, controls, and

position indicators allowed manual positioning to an accuracy ±1/4

degree in azimuth or elevation. The azimuth speed control alLo%%ed

a contix.uous speed variation of 2-1/2 to 5 rpm (15 to 30 degrees per

second). The elevation speed control allowed a continuous speed

variation of 0 to 2 degrees per second. In addition to the manual

controls, an automatic programmer could control the dish in a scan

mode, wherein the dish revolved continuously in azimuth and moved

successively to preselected elevation angles. Any number of 36

elevation angles could be selected to which the dish %ould move and

pause at for one azimuth revolution before proceeding to the next

selected angle. This process continued until a lower limit was

reached and the elevation scan direction was reversed. The dish

would then proceed upward, pausing at the selected elevation angles

until an upper limit was reached and the scan direction %as again

reversed.

A v~i'con TV camera with its field of vie" co-linear with the

dish axis was mounted on the lower rim of the dish. A closed-circuit
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monitor in the van allowed the dish to be boresighted on any visual

object with an accuracy of ±1/4 degree. A parallel monitor was

recorded by a movie camera.

The RF system for the dish consisted of a three-frequency feed,

two three-channel rotary joints, and three coax lines, each 120 feet

long. Figure 2.6 is a view of the completed antenna.

Each of the three transmitters was composed of a pulse-modulat(.d

klystron amplifier with power supply, pulse modulator, driver, and

cooling system. In order to produce a pulse-modulated RF output Itom

the klystron amplifier without jamming the receiver, both the RY

drive and the klystron beam current were pulsed. Thu RF drive was

pulsed by gating all stage5 of the driver multipliurS and awpli-

fiers except the oscillator stage. The klyst on beam current was

pulsed by switching the klystron modulating anod.. , groun:

and the beam voltage. This was accomplished by a pair of switching

units in the klystron modulator unit. The high peak-output po'er

was achieved by using a -28-kv operating-beam voltage.

Each of the receiver systems was composed of a parametric

amplifier followed by a low-noise converter, blanker, and a Collins

51J4 communications receiver. The parametric amplifier used an

Adler tube, had a double-channel noise figure of 1.5 db, and

operated very stably without adjustments. The bandwidth of the

system, determined by the communications receiver, was 6 kc. The

dynamic range of the receiver system without the tape recorder was
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in excess of 50 db: the tape recorder limited the dynamic range of

the recorded data to approximately 30 db. The frequency stability

of the radar system was determined by the driver oscillator, the

converter local oscillator, and the communications receiver. The

critical oscillators were controlled by crystals in high quality

ovens, and the resultant stability was ±500 cps after warmup.

Each transmitter was separated from its receiver by a gas tube. The

TR-ATR duplexer system was designed for prompt recovery time.

The data-recording equipment %as composed of two magnetic-tape

recorders and three 35-mm cameras. The two tape recorders were

connected in parallel for backup purpvses. The tape recorded A-scans

for the 398-) 850-, and 1210-Mc radars; sync; 398-Mc Doppler channel,

voice countdown; digital time: and antenna position.

In addition to the A-scan scope displays, there was a PPI

system composed of a sawtooth generator, sine-cosine potentiometer,

and three display scopes. Each of the scopes was z-axis-modulated

with the A-scan video signal from each of the LFF radars. In

addition, each scope had a 35-mm camera system, which photographed

one frame for each complete revolution of the antenna.

Accurate timing was provided by an Itek digital clock, which

was calibrated against WWVH daily. The output from the clock was

recorded on tape in digital form.

Echo Doppler information was provided by a separate receiver

channel in parallel with the Collins 51J4 receiver, which had an IF
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output of approximately 10 kc.

Radar timing was provided by a synchronizer that provided start-

and-stop trigger pulses for the transmitters, key pulses for the

drivers, scope sync, and range marks for the A-scan video signals.

The timing of the synchronizer was controlled by a 150-kc crystal

oscillator whose output was divided to produce various PRFs and range

marks. Figure 2,7 shows the interior of the receiving-recording

van, which also housed the 1210-Mc transmitter.

The equipment operating characteristics are shown in Table

2.1.

Operating Technique. The mode of operation of

the UHF radar will te described as the radar results are presented.

It is believed that better clarity of understanding %%ill result from

this method of data presentation. In ;eneral, the UHF radar *.aS

operated for several hours prior to an event so that the equipment

would have stabilized by detonation time. For the Tight Rope event,

the radar was directed at the detonation point prior to detonation.

However, due to an interference problem, the transmitters were not

turned on until after the detonation. For the Thor launches, Blue

Gill, King Fish, and Star Fish, the UHF radar program tracked the

Thor missile from launch until just a few minutes before detonation.

Then the antenna was oriented at the expected detonation point. For

the X11-33-launched Check Mate event, the radar was oriented at the

detonation point at missile launch time. Because of an interfer-

ence problem, the 398-Mc transmitter was not turned on until

27
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after the detonation.

For about "he first two minutes following most deton-tions. the

LRF antenna would remain oriented in the detonation area. Usually,

this was followed by azimuth-elevation scans through the visible

phenomena in the detonation region as viewed on the boresight TV

system. Finally, at about, H + 10 minutes, the antenna would be put

through a variety of scans, including the automatic programmed scan,

'To Search ouxraall ftssible e, %reas.

2.2.2 AE". Airc-aft Radars

InsTyuirpe ntation. Six RC-121-D aircraft par-

ticipated in the F~sh Bowl series. These ai-rcraf, belong to the 55"nd Air-

eraf' Early Vlarnnq? m Cnp-rol (EW and C) Wing at McClel[la r F6ree

Base. This element was under th-- command of Lt Col H. T. Wsgon. Four

of the aircraft wedirect. assigned to Przjo 6. under US.I.3 vIe

two aircraft were assigned to TG 9.4 as airbornE array control aircraft.

S. o:, da-a. radar as well as othcr d -.. "uere

The RC-121-D aircraft are modified Lockheed Super Constellations

(C-121). Their normal function is the patrolling of the U. S. coast line in

order to detect any penetration of the Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ)

by unidentified aircraft. They operationally report to the Air Defense Com-

mand. In order to perform their normal mission they are equipped as shown

in Figure 2.6 of Volume 1 with the APS-45 X-band height-finder radar and

the APS-95 UHt search radar. in addition to their normal navig3-

tional equipment, these aircraft carry five ARC-27 UHF transceivers,

one 616-S' h_-h-frequency A. transccver a.'- on-. 61S-T n.h-,
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frequency SSB transceiver. Stanford Research Institute (SRI) installed a

Collins 75-S1 SSB receiver in the aircraft operating in the conjugate "irea.

The aircraft is capable of up to 17 hours in the air and carries between 14

and 18 crew members on a normal mission. For the purposes of Ope cation

Dominic)only the APS-95 UHF radar was used. The nominal parameters

of the APS-95 are shown in Table 2.2.

These aircraft are normally equipped with PPI-scope cameras

taking pictures at the rate of one frame per antenna revolution.

A heading marker appears on the oscilloscope each time the beam

sweeps past the nose of the aircraft. The scopes are north.-znagnetic

stabilized. For the purposes of Operation Dominic, SRI equipped five

aircrafc with A-scope cameras which were mounted on the 5-inch A-scope

normally used to monitor various functions of the radar. The A-scope

also took pictures at the rate of one frame per antenna revolution,

t1t', ,ntegrating the amplitude-versus-r~nge information over the full

Jb-degree sweep.

Operating Technique. For Tight Rope) only two

aircraft flew in the detonation area. One was a scientific aircraft

and the other a control aircraft. They flew in patterns shown in

Figure 2.8 at locations given in Table 2.3. Lambkin 1 was

locatea at magnecic north looking at, the detonation. Abusive 1 was

located at magnetic tast looking at the detonation.

The actual radar operating parameters are shown in Table 2.4.

2.2.3 M/V ACANIA Radars

Instrumentation. The M/V ACANIA, shown in Figure 2.4
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Volume 1, which housed all of the Project 6.9 equipment in

the conjugate area during Fish Bowl, was originally outfitted for

participation in Hardtack in 1958. The 140- and 370-Mc radars (the

records of which are reported in this volume) were a part of this

equipment. Both radars operated simultaneously into a steerable

30-foot parabolic-reflector antenna and are very similar in design

and complexity to the Johnston Island radars described in Section

2.2.1. The operating characteristics of the two radars are sho'n

in Table 2.5.

Operating Technique. The ACANIA was located

according to the following criteria: "go directly above the deto-

nation to H = 50 km, follow this field line to H = 80 km in the

magnetic conjugate area and locate directly under this point."

The exact location of the radar equipment is shown in Table 2.3.

Due to a failure of the azimuth drive on the 30-foot dish, the

ACANIA operational procedure was somewhat alteredtwith no resulting

loss of data. The ship maintained a constant heading with all

movable antennas pointing magnetically south. The ship then

changed heading from time to time,to give azimuth coverage. All

movable antennas were pointed up at an elevation of about 60

degrees so that the line-of-sight from the radar intersected the

E-region at right angles to the magnetic field lines.

2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 -Johnston Island Radars
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Fireball/Debris Clutter. Prior to the detonation,

the antenna was positioned in the direction of 83-degree elevation

and 204-degree azimuth. All three radars were turned off until

detonation and were turned on and up to power by H + 1 second. The

actual detonation location was about 2 degrees in elevation below

the radar beam. The visual fireball expansion and rise was suffi-

cient to move the edge of the fireball into the radar beam at about

H + 9 seconds. The fireball stayed partially in the radar beam until

H + 95 seconds, when the antenna was scanned about in elevation and

azimuth. Excellent correlation between radar echoes and the visual

fireball/debris was noted the entire time fireball/debris echoes

were observed. An example of this correlation is shown in Figure

2.9. After H + 15 minutes the antenna was scanned either

manually or with the automatic programmer for five hours following

the Tight Rope detonation.

Starting abruptly at H + 9 seconds as the fireball edge moved

into the radar beam, echoes at 398, 850, and 1210 Mc reached an amplitude

of 40 db signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). These echoes persisted at decreasing

amplitude until H + 95 seconds when antenna scanning was started. The

range-versus-time records of the echoes for the first ten minutes

are shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. The echo amplitude-versus-

time records for the first five minutes are shown in Figures 2.12

through 2.14. The echo amplitudes versus time.with antenna-direction-

caused fluctuations removed)are shown in Figure 2.15. At H + 90
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seconds an elevation scan was made which showed that the echoes

were limited to 80 to 87 degrees in elevation at that time. At

H + 180 seconds an azimuth scan was made which showed that the

echoes were limited to 175 to 260 degrees in azimuth at that time.

No detonation area echoes were observed after H + 6 minutes.

Figures 2.16 through 2.18 show the Doppler records for the

first five minutes following the detonation at each frequency.

All three records show no shifts or spreads. The 6-kc Doppler

width corresponds to the 3-db frequency spectrum of the 150-Lsec

pulse length used during that test.

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. No

auroral clutter was observed in the detonation area by the Johnston

Island radars.

Fireball/Debris Noise. No noise emission was

observed in the detonation area.

2.3.2 AEW Aircraft Radars.

Fireball/Debris Clutter. Lambkin 1, located

north of the detonation area, was not operational until H + 25

seconds. No detonation-induced echoes were observed.

Abusive 1, located east of the burst areajobserved weak echoes

from the fireball/debris from H = 0 until H + 28 minutes.with an

equivalent radar cross section of 0.2 m2 (based upon a point target).

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. No

auroral clutter was observed in the detonation area by the AEW air-

craft radars.
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2.3.3 M/V ACANIA Radars.

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. The M/V

ACANIA operated its 140-and 370-Mc radars during the burst and for

several hours afterwards. The antenna was positioned magnetically

south in azimuth and 60 degrees in elevation, with periodic eleva-

tion scans being made. No echoes were observed at 370 Mc. The

range-versus-time records for the first 141 minutes are shown in

Figures 2.19 through 2.27. Echoes were observed at 140 Mc, at

120-km range, and at late times of H + 54 to H + 110 minutes. The

spatial location of these echoes is shown in Figure 2.28.

2.4 DISCUSSION

The somewhat unique features of Shot Tight Rope as observed 'n

the conjugate area were a complete lack of test-associated echoes

at the time of the event, and the onset of auroral clutter echces

which occurred not at early times, but at relatively

late times- the 140-Mc echoes first occurred at H + 54 minutes.

(Auroral-type echoes were also observed on the 32-Mc ACANIA radar

starting at about H + 40 minutes. See Volume 2 of this report for

details.) These echoes were at ranges of 120 km in the magnetic

south direction. The 140-Mc echoes lasted until H + 110 minutes.

The direction (elevation, azimuth) and range to these echoel

indicates that they were due to reflections from magnetic fi.:d-

aligned ionization at about E-region heights. The fact tn-'r thi

Ionization was about 60 km farther south than the ACANIA (s i.: Wi: V
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have to be in order to be seendue to the geometry of having to look

at right angles to the earth's magnetic field lines) indicates that

the source of the Ionization was at least 40 km higher than the 50-km

point above the burst which was used to position the ACANIA in the

first place. This result might imply that the source of the ioni-

zation was 90 km over ground zero.

Optical data presented in Volume 4 of this report indicates that

the Tight Rope debris reached altitudes of the order of 40 to 50 km

by H + 55 minutes. At these altitudes, the fission-product-decay

beta rays could escape to the southern conjugate region. The debris

had also blown to the north so that the field lines intersecting

the debris would have passed over the detonation point at an alti-

tude greater than the debris height. The combination of these two

motions)coupled with the fact that, despite careful calcula-

tions and an empirical relocation for this event (see Appendix,

Volume 1 of this report), we do not know the magnetic field geometry

to better than a few tens of kilometers, may possibly explain the

unique appearance of auroral echoes in this tropical region.

Considerable skepticism has been expressed concerning the

existence of these aurora-like echoes. The echoes were received

from the magnetic meridian of the Tight Rope event, not from all

meridians satisfying the perpendicularity requirement.
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The echoes were observed independently-on two rather different

frequencies (32 Mc and 140 Mc). Their time-and-intensity behavior

on the two frequencies was consistent with our knowledge of auroral

activity in arctic regions and on previous events of the Fish Bowl

series. Their observed geometry (range, elevation and azimuth)

tends to agree with the optical evidence acquired in the detonation

area.

We have concluded that these echoes were associated with the

Tight Rope event.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

A Tight Rope event would have a seriously degrading effect on

the performance of a ballistic missile defense (BMD) radar system. To

evaluate this effect, a comparison has been made between the radars

used during Fish Bowl and the planned BMD radar systems.

The radars used during these tests were, in general, somewhat

less sensitive than those being planned for use in BMD activities.

The advantage that a particular system radar would have over the

test radars is shown for variour scattering models in Table 2.6.

The comparisons were developed by scaling the system radar to its

nearest frequency counterpart used during Fish Bowl. For example,

the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) radars were compared

with the 398-Mc Johnston Island radar, and the Nike-Zeus TTR radar was

compared to the DAMP FPQ-4 C-band radars.

In order to give the reader a better understanding of the degrading
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I 1

effects of the Tight Rope event, an estimate of the effect on the

BMEWS tracking radar has been made, ignoring the fact that the

operating pulse length of the BMEWS radar is too long to observe

Tight Rope clutter at that range. If the BMEWS radar were located

at a range of greater than about 300 km (pulse-length resolution),

however, the Tight Rope fireball clutter would be seen. It would

be observed by BMEWS out to ranges for which the Tight Rope deto-

nation would be over the radar horizon (approximately 650 km).

The BMEWS system was picked as an examplenot to deprecate that

particular system, but because that system is operational, field-

deployed, and its characteristics are well known. Table 2.7

shows the comparison between the BMEWS track..ng radar characteristics

and the Johnston Island 398-Mc radar. The comparison was made

assuming the scattering was from a beam-filling target of range

depth of at least one pulse width (300 ILsec).

From the comparison, estimates of the strength and time dur-

ation of the clutter and noise effects are given below:

Fireball/Debris Clutter.

H + 0 to H + l0 sec S/N = 0 to 80 db Main Beam

S/N = 0 to 30 db Side Lobes

H + 10 to H + 30 sec S/N = 80 db Main Beam

S/N = 30 db Side Lobes

H + 60 to H + 240 see S/N = > 44 db Main Beam
J

S/N = > 0 db Side Lobes

H + 240 see to ? S/N = 44 db Main Beam

S/N = 0 db Side Lobes
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Angular Diameter of Affected Region.

200 sec 10 degrees

Detonation-Area Auroral Clutter.

None was observed from Johnston Island. However, inasmuch as

auroral clutter was seen by radars in the conjugate region at late

times, one must surmise that if the Johnston Island Tight Rope

geometry had been different, then detonation-area auroral clutter

might have been seen and might generate a problem for BMEWS.

Fireball/Debris Noise.

None

Conjugate-Area Auroral Clutter,

Some might be seen.

From the above it is apparent that an area of 100 square

degrees would be obscured for a depth of at least one pulse length

plus 10 km by the fireball/debris clutter for a period of about

five minutes. Although the Doppler spread of the echoes is not

severe, the limited bandwidth of the 20-kc Doppler channel used in

the Johnston Island radar does not rule out the possibility of there being

Doppler components at a velocity comparable to the radial velocity

of an approaching ICBM.

The relatively limited volume of intense clutter produced by

Tight Rope leads one to think of using spaced radars in a BMD

system, but that could be effectively countered by multiple Tight

Rope's detonated simultaneously or spaced up to a minute apart.
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TABLE 2.1 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOHNSTON ISLAND
RADARS

Frequency 398 Mc 850 Mc 1210 Mc
Peak Power 30 kw 30 kw 25 kw
Pulse Width 300 ps 300 ps 300 .s
Pulse Width (Tight Rope only) 150 ps 150 Ps 150 Is

PRF 60 cps 60 cps 60 cps
System Noise Level 600 0K 1000 0K 600 0K
Receiver Bandwidth 6 kc 6 kc 6 kc
Minimum Detectable Signal -130 dbm -128 dbm. -130 dbm
Antenna -:,in 38 db 45 db 48 db
Antenna Beamwidth 20 10 0.70
Minimum Detectable a at 500-knm range 0.2 m 2  0.06 m 2  0.02 m 2

TABLE 2.2 NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AEW AIRCRAFT RADARS

Frequency 420 to 450 Mc

Peak power 1.5 Mw

Pulse width 6 to 9 isec

PRF 250 cps

IF bandwidth 200 kc

Noise figure 8 db

NDS -115 dbm

omin at 200 nm 10 m2

Beamwidth 10 degrees--E plane
18 degrees--H plane

Antenna rotation 6 rpm

Dynamic range 20 db
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TABLE 2.3 LOCATIONS OF AEW AIRCRAFT AND M/V ACANTA
DURING TIGHT ROPE

Longitude Latitude

Lambkin 1 169 012'W 18011'N
Abusive 1 168008'20"W 16005'00"N
ACANIA 175OW 13 S

TABLE 2.4 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AEW
AIRCRAFT RADARS DURING TIGHT ROPE

L Lambkin, A = Abusive.
Li Al

Frequency, Mc 428 435
Peak Power, watts x 106 1.25 1.6
Pulse Width. .usec 8.5 8.9
PRF, cps 280 280
.DS. -dbm 114 115
Dynamic Range, db 15 21
omin at 500 lcm. m -2 20 13

TABLE 2.5 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
M/V ACANIA RADARS DURING TIGHT ROPE

Frequency 140 Mc 370 Mc
Peak Power 50 kw 20 kw
Pulse Width 300 -sec 300 "sec
PRF 30 cps 30 cps
Receiver Noise Figure 3 db 3 db
Receiver Bandwidth 6 kc 6 kc
Antenna Gain 21 db 30 db
Antenna Beamwidth 13.50

Minimum Detectable a at 150-km range 0.2 m 2  0.2 m2
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TABLE 2.6 RADAR CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS

Frequency Advantage Advantage Advantage

For a For Beam- For Volume-
Point Target Filling Scattering

Target Target

Mc

BINIEWS-DR 425 +51 db -44 db +44 db
B.NIEWS-TR 425 +40 db +40 db +40 db

N-Z AR 915 +13 db +17 db +17 db

N-Z DDR 1335 + 4 db +16 db + 8 db
N-Z TTR 5500 +21 db +26 db +23 db
ZMAR SEARCH 1300 - 2 db + 9 db 9 db

ZMAR DISCRIMINATION 1300 -28 db -14 db -22 db

ZMAR TRACK 1300 -32 db -22 db -44 db

TABLE 2.7 .RADAR SENSITIVITY COMPARISON

Experimental Radar, Operational BMEWS

Johnston Island Tracking Radr

Frequency 398 Mc 425 Mc

Peak power 30 kw 10,000 kw
Average power 0.54 kw 540 kw

Pulse width 300 .sec 2000 usec

Bandwidth 6 kc 0.2 kc
PRF 60 cps 27 cps
Antenna Size 86' 84'

Antenna Gain 38 db 39 db

System Noise Fig. 5 db 5 db
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Figure 2.6 View of completed antenna.
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Figu.-e 2.7 Interior of the control van.
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Figure 2.9 Johnston Island radar amplitude and visual comparison for Tight Rope.
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CHAPTER 3

BLUE GILL

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In general, this event was expected to be very similar to Shot

Orange of Operation Hardtack. 1 That is, a well-contained fireball was

expected to occur, having an iaitial diameter of the orcer of 2 km.

The temperature in the fireball %as expected to be of the order of

10,000 degrees K. The fireball was expected to expand gradually and

to rise due to the btuoyancy of the atmosphere. The rate of rise was,

in general, estimated to be of the order of 0.25 to 0.5 km!sec, and

the maxi-um altitude of the fireball was expected to be less than

100 km. As the fireball expanded, a torus shape was expected to

appearas was seen in Orange.

Because of the geometry of the detonation uith respect to the

Johnston Island r:W'rs, auroral-type radar returns were not expected

during the Blue Gill event. At the expected detonation altitude

a fraction of the prompt beta rays were expected to reach

the conjugate areagiving rise to auroral-type radar activity in

that renion. Rise of the fireball was expected to rapidly reduce

attenuation effects of the atmosphere for these beta particles, so

that by H plus a minute or so all L-tas could escape to the magnetic

conjugate region. Compton-converted gamma rays ii the detonation

area were expected to produce radio and possibly radar effects in

the magnetic conjugate area.

See Volume 1 for a more complete discussion of the expected results.
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Radar echoes from the dense, well-contained fireball and debris

were expected.,as well as noise emissions due to its very high tem-

perature.

3.2 PROCEDURI

3.2.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.1.

Operating Technique. See Section 2.2.1.

3.2.2 AEW Aircraft Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.2.

Operating Technique. Based upon the expected

results, the radar instrumentation was arranged to maximize the

-detonation-area results. For this test, four project AEW aircraft

radars kere available as well as two control aircraft. Two of the

project AEW aircraft radars were located in the detonation area and

two in the magnetic conjugate area. Lambkin I was located so that

it was looking at H = 100 km above detonation point. Lambkin 2 was

located so that it was looking at H = 100 km perpendicular to the

magnetic field line passing through detonation point, as shown in

Figure 3.1. Lambkins 3 and 4 were located as conjugates to

Lambkins 1 and 2 respectively, as shown in Figure 3.2. All of

the AEW aircraft flew in patterns shown in Figure 2.8 at locations

given in Table 3.1. The actual L-adar operating parameters are

shown in Table 3.2.

3.2.3 M'V ACANIA Radars.
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Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.3.

Operating Technique. The ACANIA was located at

the calculated magnetic conjugate point of Johnston Island. Thus,

one-to-one comparison of the results from the conjugate and deto-

nation area could be made. The exact location of the ACANIA is

shown in Table 3.1. The radar operating technique is given in

Section 2.2.3.

3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Fireball/Debris Clutter. Prior.to the detonation,

the antenna executed a programmed track of the Thor launch, and the

850-and 1210-Mc radars obtained skin echoes during a portion of the

tra iectrv. The 398-Mc radar v.as off until detonan,,n. shortly.

before the detonation, the antenna was positioned in the direction

of 55-degree elevation and 193-degree azimuth. Just prior to

detonation, skin echoes from the R/V or the tankage %ere obtained

at 850 and 1210 Mc. The detonation occurred about I degree in

elevation below the radar beam. The fireball expansion and rise

was sufficient to move the edge of the fireball into the radar

beam at about H + 2 seconds. The fireball stayed partially in the

radar beam until H + 105 seconds when the antenna was scanned about

in elevation and azimuth. Excellent correlation between radar

echoes and the visual fireball/debris was noted during the first

five minutes following the bomb burst. An example of this
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correlation is shown in Figure 3.3. The Johnston Island radars

were operated for eight hours following the bomb detonation.

Starting abruptly at H + 2 secondsas the fireball edge moved

into the radar beam, echoes at 1210 Mc first appeared at an ampli-

tude of 40 to 50 db S/N. At H + 5 seconds, 850-Mc echoes appeared

at an amplitude of 40 to 50 db S/N. At H + 8 seconds,398-Mc echoes

appeared at an amplitude of 10 db S/N. These echoes persisted at

fluctuating amplitudes until H + 105 seconds when the antenna was

scanned. The range-versus-time records of the echoes for the first

30 minutes are shown in Figures 3.4 through 3.9. The spatial

distribution of all the detonation-area echoes as well as the visual

fireball/debris is shown in Figures 3.10 through 3.35. The echo

amplitude-versus-time records for the first five minutes are shown

in Figures 3.36 through 3.38. The echo amplitudes versus time (with

antenna-direction-caused fluctuations removed) are shown in Figure

3.39. At H + 120 seconds an elevation scan was made which showed

that the echoes were limited to ±5 degrees about the detonation

point and were well correlated with the visual fireball. At

H + 180 seconds an azimuth scan was made which showed that the

echoes were limited to the detonation point ±30 degrees in azimuth

at that time. At H + 5 minutes an elevation scan was made. Echoes

at 398 Mc occurred from 90 degrees down to 45 degrees elevation,

and 850- and 1210-Mc echoes occurred from 78 degrees down to 50-

degree elevation. From H + 6 minutes the antenna executed a programmed

scan or was manually scanned. Sporadic echoes were seen on all frequencies
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from the fireball/debris until about H + 20 minutes. From H + 23

to H + 26 min ttes an echo was found at each frequency at 83-degree

elevation and 159-degree azimuth which woved out in range from 120

km to 230 km and had a negative Doppler shift which corresponded to

a receding velocity of approximately 1 km/sec.

Figures 3.40 through 3.42 show the Doppler records for the

first five minutes following the bomb burst at each frequency. The

398-Mc record shows no spread beyond the 3-ib frequency spectrum of

the transmitted 300-;sec pulse length, and very little shift. Both

the 850-and 1210-Mc records show a positive shift corresponding to

a 0.5 km/sec velocity for the first 10 seconds. Following that,

the records show a negative shift corresponding to a 0.25 km,'sec

velocity for the next 60 seconds. Figures 3.43 through 3.45

shov: -he Doppler r-c : he riSinnc *-:'' e : n- acih

frequency at about H + 23 minutes.

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. No

auroral clutter was observed in the detonation area by the Johnston

Island radars.

Fireball/Debris Noise. Radio-noise emission was

observed by the 398-, 850-, and 1210-Mc radars looking at the fire-

ball/deb; i;. The noise level built up in amplitude slowly and

lasted until about H + 1-1/2 minutes. The maximum noise temperature

indicated was at 1210 Mc and was about 3000 degrces K. This amounted

to a noise-level increase of about 7 db. The noise-level increases

are shown in Figure 3.46.
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3.3,2 AEW Aircraft Radars,

Fireball/Debris Clutter.

Lambkin 1. The first echo ppeared at

H + 25 seconds around air zero (281 degrees magnetic (M) at 380 km). The

echo was 15 km wide and extended five degrees on either side of air

zero. By H + 40 seconds, the diameter of the echo around air zero

had grown to 35 km, extending 10 degrees on either side. By H + 60

seconds the most intense center was still located around air zero

with the same diameter and bearing spread as at H + 40 seconds but

with an extension of the echo to a bearing of 325 degrees M. By H

80 seconds the echo extended from 240 degrees M to 325 degrees M with

the most intense center still around air zero with a width of 30 km.

By H + 125 seconds the echo had shrunk to the approximate same

dimensions as it had at H + -10 seconds, ith the most intense center

still around air zero. A weak echo, rapidly shifting in size and

intensity, remained until H + 180 seconds around air zeroat which

time all echoes disappeared.

Lambkin 2. The electromagnetic pulse at

H = 0 was observed on the radar. A weak echo appeared at H + 8

seconds at a bearing and slant range of air zero (291.5 degrees M

at 414 km). The echo grew in size and intensity until H + 38

seconds when it remained strong until H + 88 seconds.as shown in

Figure 3.47. It then faded rapidly and %as completely gone by

H + 150 seconds.
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Abusive 1. A weak echo appeared shortly

after H = 0 at 255 km and a bearing of 78 degrees M. Air zero was

calculated to be as 78 degrees M at 184 km at H = 0. The d1screp-

ancy in range cannot be explained at this time. This echo remained

the same until about H + 40 seconds at which time it became more

intense, and its bearing spread increasedlas s1,-wn in Figure 3.48.

By H + 60 seconds the most intense center was at a range of 260 km

and a bearing of 85 degrees M extending from a bearing of 60 degrees

M to a bearing of 150 degrees M. It began to fade,,and by H + 90

seconds it was as it appeared in the first 20 seconds. This echo

i mained for nearly thirty minutes and is assumed to be Thor tank-

ag. debris.

Abusive 2. The electromagnetic pulse was

observed at H = 0. An echo appeared at H + 2 seconds at a bearing

and range of air zero (229 degrees M at 172 km). This echo grew

slightly in intensity for 40 seconds. By H + 52 seconds it was

saturatedas shown in Figure 3.49. It reached its greatest spread

in azimuth by H + 72 seconds, when it extended from 185 degrees hi to

265 degrees M centered around air zero. By H + 120 seconds it was

back to the size and intensity it had at H + 12 seconds. This echo

remained for nearly 30 minutesand it is also associated with Thor

tankage debris. At H + 98 seconds an echo was observed at a bearing

of 75 degrees M at a range of 320 km. This echo became more intense,

moving rapidly in a south-easterly direction, disappearing at H + 80

seconds at the edge of the scope at a bearing of 118 degrees M and a
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slant range of 530 km. The average rate of motion of this echo is

approximately 2.5 km per second. The origin or mechanism producing

this echo has not been explained at this time.

The radar cross sections of the fireball/debris clutter observed

by the AEW aircraft radars are tabulated in Table 3.3.

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. No

auroral clutter was observed in the detonation area by the AEW air-

craft radars.

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. No

auroral clutter was observed in the conjugate area by the AEW aircraft

radars.

3.3.3 M/V ACA.NIA Radars,

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. No

auroral clutter was observed in the conjugate area by the V.'V ACANIA

radars.

3.4 DISCUSSION

The lack of 398-11c echoes at early time was probably due to lens

action of the fireball as well as absorption.

If it is assumed that the reflections are due to a volume

scattering, the S/N of 50 db is equivalent to about 10-12 m /m 3 .

Interpreted in terms of a point target (very unlikely), this S/N

ratio of 50 db is equivalent to about 0.1 m2 . If one computes the

electron density in the fireball necessary to give rise to incoher-

ent scattering of this magnitude (50 db S/N) then the electron den-

sity is between l0 and 10" electrons/cc. This corresponds to a
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plasma frequency between 1000 and 3500 Mc. Since this plasma

frequency is greater than that of the UHF radars, incoherent elec-

tron scatter would not seem to be the cause of these echoes.

Critically overdense reflectionscoupled with absorption on the

propagation pathis a likely explanation of these echoes.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

The performance of a ballistic missile defense radar system

would be seriously degraded by the effects of a Blue Gill event.

To evaluate this effect, a comparison has been made between the

radars used during Fish Bowl and the planned BMD radar systems.

The radars used during these tests were, in general, somewhat

less sensitive than those being planned for use in BID activities.

The advantage that a particular system radar would have over the

test radars is shown for various scattering models in Table 2.6

of Chapter 2 of this volume. The comparisons were developed by

scaling the system radar to its nearest frequency counterpart used

during Fish Bowl. For example, the BMEWS radars were compared with

the 398-Mc Johnston Island radar and the Nike-Zeus TTR radar was

compared to the DAMP FPQ-4 C-band radars.

In order to give the reader a better understanding of the degrading

effect of a Blue Gill event, an estimate of the effect on the BMEWS

tracking radar has been made. The positioning of a Blue Gill event

as close to a BMEWS site as it was to the Johnston Island radars

would mean that the clutter would actually be obscured by the long

operating pulse.
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We again stress that the BrtwS system was picked as an example not

to deprecate that particular system, but because that 
system is oper-

ational, field-deployed, and its characteristics are 
well known.

Table 2.7 of Chapter 2 of this volume shows the comparison between

the BNKEWS tracking radar characteristics and the Johnston 
Island 398-

Mc radar. The comparison was made assuming the scattering was 
from

a beam-filling target of range depth of at least one pulse width

(300 usec).

From the comparison, estiniates of the strength and time dura-

tion of the clutter and noise effects are given below:

Fireball/Debris Clutter,

H + 0 to H + 1 min S/N = 0 to 90 db Main Beam

S/N = 0 to 40 db Side Lobes

H + 1 to H + 5 min S/N = 90 db Main Beam

S/N = 40 db Side Lobes

H + 5 to H + 10 min S/N = > 44 db Main Beam

S/N = > 0 db Side Lobes

H + 10 min to H + ? S/N = 44 db Main Beam

S/N = 0 Side Lobes

Angular Diameter of Affected Region.

60 sec 14 degrees

120 sec 18 degrees

240 sec 38 degrees

Detonation-Area Auroral Clutter.

Virtually none would be seen for the Johnston Island 
Blue Gill
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geometry. However, other geometries would allow auroral clutter to

be observed.

Fireball/Debris Noise.

Maximum 3000 degrees K for 100 seconds duration,

5 db increase.

From the above it is apparent that as much as 1500 square

degrees of area would be obscured for a depth of at least one

pulse length plus 20 km by the fireball/debris clutter for a period

of as much as 10 minutes. In addition, the 1500 square degrees of

area would be observed at a 5-db reduction in sensitivity at all

ranges at a 50-percent bandwidth for up to two minutes because of

the fireball/debris noise. Although the Doppler spread of the

echoes is not severe, the limited bandwidth of the 20-kc Doppler

channel used with the Johnston Island radars does not rule out the

possibility of there being Doppler components at the velocity of an approach-

ing ICBM.

The extended volume of clutter and noise produced b- 3lue Gill

would make it difficult to avoid the clutter problem by using spaced

radars in a BID system, and impossible in the case where multiple

Blue Gill events occurred.
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TABLE 3.1 LOCATIONS OF AEW AIRCRAFT AND M/V ACANIA DURING
BIUE GILL

Longitude Latitude

Lambkcin 1 1660 181W 15 0 08'N
Lambkin 2 166024'W 14 0 25 'N
Lambkin 3 178008'W 10032'S
Lambkin 4 178 028'W 12000'S
Abusive 1 171015'45"W 16020'30"N
Abusive 2 168 016'30"W 17009'45"N
ACANIA 175OW 13001'S

TABLE 3.2 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AEW AIRCRAFT
RAD3ARS DURING BLUE GILL

L = Larnbkin, A = Abusive.
L1 L2 L3 IA Al A2

Frequency, Mc. 6 425 428 426 443 447 435
Peak Power, watts x 10 1.25 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.4* 1.4
Pulse Width, gsec 8.4 8.4 8.0 8.0 8.0* 8.9
PRF, cps 240 240 222 2- 280 280
MDS, -dbm 114 113 113 114 114* 115
Dynamic Range, db 18 21 24 24 18* 21
min at 500 km, m 2  20 26 19 19 20* 15

approximate values

TABLE 3.3 AEW AIRCRAFT RADAR FIREBALL/DEBRIS CLUTTER FOR
BLUE GILL

Time from Burst Radar Cross Section
(sec) (Mi2 )

Lambkin 1 80 6.6 x 104

Lambkin 2 50 1.3 x 10

Abusive 1 55 5 x 104

3Abusive 2 72 2.3 x 10
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Figure 3.47 AEW aircraft radar and PPI for Blue Gill; Lambkin 2, 50 to 60 seconds.
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CHAPTER 4

KING FISH

II
4.1 INTRODUCTION

In many qualitative ways, King Fish was expected to have a

behavior similar to Shot Teak of Operation Hardtack. 1 That is, a rapidly

expanding fireball was expected to occur, and, due to the buoyancy of the

atmosphere, the fireball was expected to rise quite rapidly.

The initial size of the fireball waq estimated to be about

The rise rate

of the fireball was expected to be between 2.5 and 7 km/sec. The

%;sing fireball was expected to reach a maximum altitude of about

500 km in a period of time of about 6 minutes.

The electron density in the fireball 'region was expected to

b* great enough to give r.'se to UliF echoes. It was not certain

as to how long such echoes could be seen, due to the rapidly

growing size of the fireb.ll which would decrease the overall

eiectron density.

The initial height of the King Fish burst was such that prompt

beta auroral effects were expected in the area north of the detona-

tion and in the nagn tic conjugate area. It uas believed that these

beta auroral regions would expand and move north in the detonation

area and ,outh in the magnetic conjugate area. Thus, prompt burst-

area auroral clutter and conjugate-area auroral-clutter echoes

were expected to occur.

See Volume I for a more complete discussion of the expected results.
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As the rising fireball containing debris reached maximum

altitude, the spreading debris was expected to produce long-

lasting auroral clutter in the area north of Johnston Island

and in the magnetic conjugate area.

4.2 PROCEDURE

4.2.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.1.

Operating Technique. See Section 2.2.1.

4.2.2 AEW Aircraft Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.2.

Operating Technique. Based upon the expected

results, the four AEW aircraft radars2 were located as shown in

Figure 4.1 so that "the expanding and northward-moving beta-

produced aurural area could b.ut be ubierved. Tihe two contr.,.

aircraftAbusive 1 and Abusive 2, were located by control criteria.

The project aircraft, Lambkin 1 and Lambkin 2,were located so as

to provide information on the rising fireball by observing the

beta aurora. Lambkin 1 was7 located looking at H = 100 km perpendicu-

lar to the magnetic field line above the detonation. Lambkin 2

was located looking at H = 100 km perpendicular to the magnetic

field line passing through H = 300 km directly above the ,letonation.

2 Due to operational decisions not connected with these tests, all AEW

aircraft were located in the northern area and none were in the

magnetic conjugate area.
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All of the aircraft flew in patterns shown in Figure 2.8 at

locations given in Table 4.1. The actual radar operating

parameters are shown in Table 4.2.

4.2.3 M/V ACANIA Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.3.

Operating Technique. The ACANIA was located

to look perpendicular to the H = 100 km point on the field, line

that passed through the detonation as shown in Figure 4.2. The

ACANIA location was adjusted to take into account the difference

between the measured magnetic conjugate point and the computed

conjugate point that was determined from the previous tests.

The exact location of the ACANIA is shown in Table 4.1.

The radar operating technique is given in Section 2.2.3.

4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Fireball/Debris Clutter. Prior to the detonation,

the radar executed a programmed track of the Thor launch, and the

850- and 1210-Mc radars obtained skin echoes during the entire

trajectory. The 398-Mc radar was off until detonation. Shortly

before the detonation the antenna was positioned at 530 elevation and

192 azimuth. The detonation occurred in the radaz beam. However,

no echoes were observed until H + 2 seconds when echoes appeared at

all three frequencies simultaneously. At about H + 20 seconds all

the echoes faded out as the fireball moved out of the beam of the
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stationary antenna. At H + 60 seconds the antenna was scanned up

in elevation to catch up with the fireball. At that time echoes

were observed at all frequencies from 60 to 90 elevation. Echoes

were observed on all frequencies overhead until about H + 200

seconds. During the first five minutes following the detonation

there was good correlation between the visual bright areas and the

UHF radar echoes. After H + 15 minutes the antenna was scanned

either manually or with the automatic programmer eight hours

followin; the detonation.

Starting abruptly at H + 2 seconds echoes at 120-km range

saturated all three receivers at 50 db S/N. The 398-Mc echo

persisted until H - 30 seconds. The 850- and 1210-Mc echovs

persisted until H + 15 seconds as the fireball moved out of the

radar beam. The range-versus-time records of the echoes for the

first thirty minutes are shown in Figures 4.3 through 4.9. The

spatial distribution of all the detonation-area echoes as well as

the visual fireball/debris is shown in Figures 4.10 through 4.15.

The echo amplitude-versus-time records for the first five minutes

are shown in Figures 1.6 through 4.18. The echo amplitudes versus

timewith antenna-direction-caused fluctuations removed) are shown

in Figure 4.19. Starting abruptly at H + 3 seconds~echoes at

250-km range reached amplitudes of 40 to 50 db at each frequency.

These echoes corresponded to a one-hop sea-reflection mode and

persisted only for 10 to 15 seconds. During the elevation scan

from 60 to 900 elevation following H + 60 secondsseveral 40 db S,N
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echoes were observed at various ranges. The echoes observed until

H + 200 seconds comprised about 90 percent of the total number of

echoes seen in the detonation area. No detonation-area echoes were

observed later than H + 20 mint tes.

Figures 4.20 through 4.22 show the Doppler records for the

first five minutes following the detonation at each frequency.

The 398-Mc record shows both positive and negative shifts and a

broad spread.during the first 20 seconds. Following that time the

echoes are much less disturbed. The 850- and 1210-Mc records show

smaller positive and negative shifts and a more narrow spread

during the first 20 seconds.

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. The

Johnston Island 398- and 850-Mc radar saw extensive beta-produced

auroral clutter to the north of Johnston Island. The spatial

distribution of these echoes is shown in Figures 4.23 through 4.34,

and are limited to height of 200 to 750 km. The 398-Mc auroral

clutter lasted until H + 2 hours 55 minutes. The 850-Mc auroral

clutter lasted until H + 96 minutes. No auroral clutter was observed

at 1210 Mc. The echo amplitude versus timewith antenna-direction-

caused fluctuations removedis shown in Figure 4.35.

Figure 4.36 shows the Doppler record of a strong auroral

clutter echo on the 398-Mc radar at H + 660 seconds. The record

shows-that the frequency shift is 1 kc or less, and the spread does

not exceed the 3-db frequency spread of a normal 300-usec RF pulse.

Thus, the characteristics of the detonation-produced auroral

echoes are identical with naturally produced auroral echoes.
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Fireball/Debris Noise. Radio noise emission was

observed by the 398-, 850-, and 1210-Mc radars looking at the f ire-

ball/debris. The noise was most intense on the 1210-Mc radar and

was equivalent to about 70000K. This amounted to about a 10-db

increase in background noise. The noise as seen on these radars

lasted until about H + 20 seconds, when the fireball rose out of

the beam of the antenna. The noise-level increases are shown in

Figure 4.37 for each of the frequencies.

4.3.2 AEW Aircraft Radars.

Fireball/Debris Clutter. Each of the detonation-

area AEW aircraft (Lambkin 1 and 2, Abusive 1 and 2) observed

echoes from air zero in the burst area as shown in Figures 4.38

through 4.43. The detonation-area echoes started at about H , 5

seconds and las:ed until about H L 50 seconds. Table 4.3 gives

the duration of these detonation-area echoes and the equivalent

radar cross section in m (based upon a point target) and, when

2 3
applicable, in m ,m (based upon a volume scatterer).

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. Each

of the detonation-area AEW aircraft observed auroral clutter as shown

in Figures 4.38 through 4.43. The auroral clutter began at about

H + 65 seconds and lasted until about H + 195 seconds. Table 4.4

tabulates the times and radar cross sections for the echoes observed.

4.3.3 M/V ACANIA Radars.

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. The M V

ACAYIA operated its 140- and 370-Mc radars during the detonation and
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for several hours afterwards. The antenna was positioned magnetically

south in azimuth and 600 elevation, and periodically elevation scans

were made. The adjustment in the ACANIA location mentioned earlier

was justified by the H + 0, 140-Mc, and 370-Mc echoes observed, as

these echoes corresponded quite closely to the magnetic field line

based upon previous test results. From H + 30 to H + 110 seconds,

370-Mc echoes were again seen at this position. The range-versus-

time records for the first 17 minutes are shown in Figures 4.44

through 4.47. The early-time (H + 0) 140-Mc echoes were equivalent

2
to a radar cross section of 2000 m . From H + 20 to H + 160

seconds, the 140-Mc echoes had a radar cross section of about 600

2
m . In addition to the 140-Mc echoes seen on the magnetic field

line passing through the burst location, 140-Mc echoes were seen at

250-km height from H + 7 to H + 220 seconds with radar cross

2
sections of 10 m , and 300-km height from H + 130 to 740 seconds.

From H + 200 to H + 600 seconds 140-Mc echoes were seen at heights

above 500 km. The spatial location of these echoes is shown in

Figure 4.48.

4.4 DISCUSSION

The Johnston Island radar returns of 50 db S/N correspond to a

2 x 10- 12 m 2/m3 volume-scattering density (beam and pulse length

2
filling target). A point target of 1 m cross section at King Fish

range would give a 50 db SIN. If the 50 db S/N scattering were

assumed to be due to incoherent electrcn scattering, then a density
11 3

of 10 1 electrons cm would be required. This electron density has
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a plasma critical frequency of about 2500 Mc. It is therefore

assumed that the observed 50-db S/N returns must be due to some

mechanism other than incoherent electron scatter.

Likely candidates to explain the observed debris/fireball

clutter are critically overdense reflections with some path absorp-

tion, or possibly underdense, coherent reflections from blobs of

varying electron density, similar to auroral returns but not field-

aligned. When the SiN ratio had dropped to 30 db (about H + 2

seconds), incoherent electron scatter would require an electron
6 3

density of about 5 x 106 electrons/ cm . This density corresponds

to a critical frequency of about 200 Mc. In this case incoherent

returns are possible at frequencies of 400 through 1200 M1c.

However, with a terribly disturbed magnetic field in the debris,'

firei.all, field-t-igned dhu ter is also possible even -7- the

undisturbed radar-magnetic field geometry would seem to have

1-ecluded this possibility.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

To evaluate the seriously degrading effect of King Fish on the

performance of a ballistic missile defense radar system, a comparison

has been made between the radars used during Fish Bowl and the planned

BID radar systems.

The radars used during these tests were, in general, somewhat

less sensitive than those being planned for use in BNO activities.

The advantage that a particular system radar would have over the test
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radars is shown for various scattering models in Table 2.6

of Chapter 2 of this volume. The comparisons were developed by

scaling the system radar to its neargst frequency counterpart used

during Fish Bowl. For example, the BMEWS radars were compared with

the 398-Mc Johnston Island radar and the Nike-Zeus TTR radar was

compared to the DAMP FP4-4 C-band radars.

In order to give the reader a better understanding of the degrading

effects of the King Fish event, an estimate of the effect on the

BMEWS tracking radar has been made, ignoring the fact that the

operating pulse length of the BMEWS radar is too long to observe

King Fish fireball/debris clutter at that range. The BMEWS system

was picked as an example not to deprecate that particular system,

but because that system is operational, field-deployed, and its

characteristics are well known. Table 2.7 of Chapter 2 of this

volume shows the comparison between the BMWS tracking radar character-

istics and the Johnston Island 398-Mc radar. The comparison was made

assuming the scattering was from a beam-filling'target of range depth

of at least one pulse width (300 ,sec).

From the comparison, estimates of the strength and time

duration of the clutter and noise effects are given below:

Fireball/Debris Clutter.

H + 0 S/N = 90 db Main Beam

S/N = 40 db Side Lobes
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Fireball/Debris Clutter.(Continued)

H + 1 min SIN = 80 db Main Beam

S/N = 30 db Side Lobes

H + 2 min S/N = 70 db Main Beam

S/N = 20 db Side Lobes

H + 5 min S/N = 40 db Main Beam

S/N = 0 db Side Lobe

S/N = 0 db Main Beam

S/N = 0 db Side Lobe

Angular Diameter of Affected Region.

5 sec 120

20 sec 210

60 sec 
240

120 sec 230

.'' : : -Area A.::" .:i C>.:Iter.

H 0 to H + 3 hours S.,'N= 44 db

H - 3 hours to ?

Fireball'Debris Noise.

Maximum 20000 K

20 seconds duration

3-db increase

Conjugate-Area Auroral Clutter,

H + 0 to H + 2 min S/N > 54 db

H + 2 min to H + ? S/N = 54 db

From the above it is apparent that as much as 600 square degrees

of area would be obscured for a depth of at least one pulse length
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plus 50 km by the fireball/debris clutter for a period of as much as

5 minutes. In addition, the 600 square degrees of area would be

observed at a 3-db reduction in sensitivity at all ranges at a 50-

percent bandwidth for up to 20 seconds, because of the fireball/

debris noise. Although the Doppler spread of the echoes is not

severe, the limited bandwidth of the 20-kc Doppler channel used

with the Johnston Island radars does not rule out the possibility

of there being Doppler components at a velocity comparable to the radial

velocity of an approaching ICBM.

Detonation-area auroral clutter would obscure considerable

area at a variety of ranges from 100 km to 750 km for a depth of

at least one pulse length for a period of up to 3 hours. However,

the Doppler width would he relatively narrow.

Conjugate-area auroral clutter would obscure a relatively

small area at a variety of ranges for a depth of at least one pulse

length for a period of up to two minutes. The Doppler width would

be relatively narrow.

The extended volume of clutter and noise produced by King

Fish would make it difficult to avoid the clutter problem by using

spaced radars in a B.M system, and impossible in the case where

multiple King Fish type bursts occurred.
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TABLE 4.1 LO)CATIONS OF AEW AIRCRAFT AND M/V ACANIA DURING
KING FISH

Name Longitude latitude

Lambkin 1 166 0161W 140531N
Lambkin 2 165035'W 18008'N
Abusive 1 167042150"W 16028110'N
Abusive 2 168044'00"'W 17048'10"N

ACANIA 174 0501W 12008'S

TABLE 4.2 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AEW AIRCRAFT
RADARS DURING KING FISH

L = Lambkin, A = Abusive.
Li L2 Al A2

Frequency, Mc
Peak Power, watts x 106 1.25 1.5 1.4 1.4
Pulse Width, u.sec 8.5 8.4 9.0 8.9
PRF, cps 239 242 280 280
MS, -dbni 116 113 114 115
Dynamic Range, db 21 21 15 18
amin at 500 kmn, in2  12 20 20 15
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TABLE 4.3 AEW AIRCRAFT RADAR FIREBALL/DEBRIS CLUTTER FOR
KING FISH

Radar Cross Section

Time from Burst Point Target Volume Scatterer
(Sec) (mn2  (m /M3

Lambkin 1 5 4.9 x104 18 Y.10 -

15to 45 4.9 x10" 18 x108

55 4.9 x10' 18 x107
Lambkin 2 15 to 35 6 2 x 10, 14 x10 -

45 1... X 104  0.3 xc 10
55 2 x10 2

Abusive 1 5 to 25 1.5 x 103

35 4.6 x 102
45 1.9 X 102

Abusive 2 7 to 27 75
37 7

TABLE 4.4 AEW AIRCRAFT BURST AREA AMRORAL CLUTT'ER FOR KING FISH

Time from Burst Radar Cross Section
(Sec) (m 2)

Lambkin 1 65 8.3 x 10 2
75 100
85 50
95 30
105 15

Lambkin 2 85 10
95 25
105 10
115 35

125 - 195 100

Abusive 1 55 - 75 1.3 x 102

Abusive 2 80 - 100 2
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CHAPTER 5

CHECK MATE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

It was estimated that the Check Mate detonation would develop

into a fireball som in diameter in the period from

H + 0 to H + 7 seconds. i This large fireball region would contain

the debris and would be of a relatively high electron density. It

was also estimated that the fireball region would then rise at

about 1 to 2 km/sec until it reached an altitude of some several

hundred kilometers.

By the time the formation of the fireball containing the

debris had taken place, beta electrons would be streaming down the

magnetic field line to the north and up the field lines to the

south. These beta electrons would then cause auroral ionization

in the vicinity north of the detonation and in the magnetic conjugate

area. As the fireball rose 4nd expanded, the beta-produced auroral

region would be expected to expand in size and move north and south-

in the vicinity of the detonation,and in the magnetic conjugate

region~respectively.

Thus, radar returns would be expected from the high electron

density of the fireball region and debris. In addition, radar

echoes should result when looking at the beta-produced auroras in

the north and in the conjugate ares, provided the radar looks- at

right angles to the earth's magnetic field in this region.

i See Volume 1 for a more complete discussion of the expected results.
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It would also appear possible that an ordinary radar would see

increases in the background noise level (equivalent to 500°K), as

the temperature of the fireball region should be greater than 10000

At later times it was expected that the debris would disperse

and elongate itself along the magnetic field lines, forming auroras.

5.2 PROCEDURE

5.2.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.1.

Operating Technique. See Section 2.2.1.

5.2.2 AEW Aircraft Radars,

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.2.

Operating Technique. Based upon the expected

results, the AEW aircraft were positioned (to maximize the results

due to the beta aurora) as shown in Figure 5.1. In the north,

Lambkin 1 was located so that it was looking at H = 100 km

perpendicular to the magnetic field line passing through the

detonation. At this location the effect : due to the prompt beta

,j:,- electrons from the detonation and s . other charged emissions would

be best observed. Lambkin 2 was located so that it was looking at

I H = 100 km perpendicular to the magnetic field line passing through

H = 300 km directly above the detonation. In this location it

should be possible et weasure the rise rate of the debris as long

as the debris rose to 300-kin altitude.
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In the magnetic conjugate area, Lambkin 3 was located conjugate

to Lambkin 1, and Lambkin 4 was located conjugate to Lambkin 2,as

shown in Figure 5.2. All of the AEW aircraft flew in patterns

shown in -Figure 2.8 at locations given in Table 5.1. The

actual radar operating parameters are shown in Table 5.2.

5.2.3 M/V ACANIA Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.3.

Operating Technique. The ACANIA was located in

the magnetic conjugate area so that it looked at H = 100 km

perpendicular to the ragnetic field line passing through the

detonation and on the same magnetic meridian as the detonation.

All conjugate locations were based upon calculations of the

magnetic field using Finch and Leaton coefficients.

The exact location of the ACANIA is shown in Table 5.1.

The radar operating technique is given in Section 2.2.3.

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Fireball/Debris Clutter. Prior to the detona-

tion the antenna was positioned at 660 elevation and 1910 azimuth.

The 398-Mc radar was off until detonation. The actual detonation

location was 3.5e lower in elevation. However, the debris cloud

expansion was such that it completely filled the radar beam by H + 1

seconds as shown in Figure 5.11. The horizontal time-labeled

lines show the debris cloud expansion diameter and rise as a function
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of time. A comparison of Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.3 shows that

the debris cloud was never out of the radar beam until H + 150

seconds. Comparing this with the distribution of radar echoes

shows that visual correlation is good until H + 80 seconds at

398 Mc and only until H + 10 seconds at 850 and 1210 Mc. Following

these times the radar echoes are sporadic in time and direction but

somewhat correlated in frequency. After H + 3 minutes the antenna

was scanned either manually or with th., automatic programmer for

eight hours following the detonation.

Starting abruptly at H = 0 when the transmitter RF was turned

on, 398-Mc echoes at 170-km range satu'ated the receiver at .50

db S/N. This echoalong with several others also corresponding to

direct reflections from the debris cloud, persisted until about H - 80

seconds. The range-versus-time records of thp echoes for the first

35 minutes are shown in Figures 5.3 through 5.10. The spatial

distribution of all the detonation-area echoes as well as the visual

fireball/debris is shown in Figures 5.11 through 5.16. The echo

amplitude-versus-time records for the first five minutes are shown

in Figures 5.17 through 5.19. The peak echo ampltudes versus

time,,ith antenna-direction-caused fluctuations removed)are shown

in Figure 5.20. Starting at H + 1 second,echoes at 330-km range

saturated the receiver at 50 db S/N. This echo,which corresponds

to a one-hop sea-reflection mode, persisted at a continuously increasing

range until about H + 100 seconds. Following H + 90 seconds, the

antenna was scanned up and then down in ele%at)ion through th( detonation
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azimuth. Several 40-db S/N echoes were observed at various ranges

during this scan. The echoes observed until H + 160 seconds comprise

about 90 percent of the total number of echoes seen in the detona-

tion area. No fireball/debris echoes were observed later than H +

5 minutes.

Starting abruptly at H = 0, 850-Mc echoes at 150-!:m range

saturated the receiver at 50 db S/N. This echo persisted only

until HI + 9 sec nds even though the aebris cloud was still in the

radar beam. Two other saturating echoes appeared somewhat later

at H + 50 seconds. Several 40-db S/N echoes were observed at

various ranges during the elevztion scan following H + 90 seconds.

The echoes observed until H + 160 seconds comprise about 95 percent

of the total number of echoes oeen in the fireball/debris area.

No fireball/debris echoes were observed.later than H + 5 minutes.

Starting abruptly at H = 0, 1210-Mc echoes ;t 180-km range

saturated the receiver at 50 db S/N. This echo persisted only until

H + 6 secondsj even though the debris cloud was still in the radar

beam. Two other saturating echoes appeared somewhat later at H +

50 seconds. Several 30-db S/N echoes were observed at various.

ranges during the elevation scan following H + 90 seconds. The

echoes observed until H + 160 seconds comprise about 95 percent

of the total number of echoes seen in the detonation area. No

fireball/debris echoes were observed later than H + 5 minutes.
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Figures 5.21 through 5.23 show the Doppler records for the

first five minutes following the detonation at each frequency. The

398-Mc records show both positive and negative shifts and some

spread for only the first 60 seconds. The 850- and 1210-Mc records

show wide positive-and-negative shifts and spread for only the first

10 seconds.

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. As

shown in Figure 5.3p strong auroral echoes were observed the first

time a search for them was made at H + 200 seconds. Fifty-db S/N

echoe.s were observed at 200- to 300-kn height at 398 Mc. Twenty-

db S/N echoes were observed at 275- to 300-km height at 850 Mc, and

3-db S/N echoes were observed at 275- to 300-km height at 1210 Mc.

Figures 5.24 through 5.43 show the spatial distribution of the

auroral echoes. Figure 5.44 shows the peak amplitude of the

echoes as a function of time with antenna-direction-caused amplitude

fluctuations zenioved. The 398-Mc echoes persisted until H + 2-1/2

hours with varying amplitudes. The 850-Mc echoes persisted only

until H + 35 minutes, but then reappeared briefly at H + 1-1/2

hours. The 1210-Mc echoes faded out permanently at H + 10 minutes.

Figures 5.45 through 5.47 show the correlation of 398-Mc auroral

echoes with the visual bomb-produced aurora over three time intervals:

3 to 10 minutes, 10 to 50 minutes, and 50 to 150 minutes.

The Doppler characteristics of the 398-Mc auroral echoes at

H + 1,248 seconds are shown in Figure 5.48. This figure shows that the

Doppler shift is no greater than E2 kc, and the Doppler spread is no
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greater than the transmitter pulse spectrum 3-db width of approximately

3 kc. Both of these characteristics are consistent with natural aurora-

caused radar reflections at this frequency.

Fireball/Debris Noise. Radio noise emission was

observed by the 398-, 850-, and 1210-Mc radar looking at the fireball/

debris. The noise was most intense on the 1210-Mc radar and was

equivalent to about 10,000 K. This amounted to about a 12-db

increase iii background noise. The increased noise level persisted

until H + 140 seconds when the antenna was moved away from the

fireball/debris. The noise-level increases are shown in Figure

5.49 for each of the frequencies.

5.3.2 AEW Aircrait Radars.

Fireball/Debris Clutter. Each of the detonation-

area AEW aircraft (Lambkin 1 and 2, Abusive 1) observed echoes from

air zero in the detonation area as shown in Figures 5.50 through

5.55. The fireball'debris echoes started at about H = 0 and lasted

as late as H + 195 seconds. Table 5.3 gives the duration of

these fireball/debris echoes and the equivalent radar cross section
2 2

in m (based upon a pcirt target) and, when applicable, in m 2/m
3

(based upon a volume scatterer).

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. Auroral

clutter was observed by Lambkin 1 and Abusive 1 as shown in Figures

5.52 and 5.55. The duration of tie auroral clutter observed by

Lambkin 1 was H + 170 to H + 240 seconds with a radar cross section

4 2
of 5 x in . The duration of the auroral clutter observed by
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Abusive 1 was H + 150 to H + 190 seconds with a radar cross section

3 2
of 10 m

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. No auroral

clutter was observed in the conjugate area by the AEW aircraft radars.

5.3.3 M/V ACANIA Radars.

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. The M/V

ACANIA operated _ts 140- and 370-Mc radars during the detonation

and for several hours afterwards. The antenna was positioned

magnetically south in azimuth and 600 elevation, and periodically

elevation scans were made. Prompt echoes a few pulses in duration

were observed at 140 Mc. The range-versus-time records for the

first 16 minutes are shown in Figures 5.56 through 5.59. Auroral

clutter echoes were observed at 140-Mc again at H + 180 seconds) and

between H + 240 and H + 360 seconds. The H.- 180-second echoes were

at a height of about 200 km as shown in Figure 5.60 and were

2
equivalent to 0.4 m . The H + 240 to H + 360-second echoes were at

an altitude of 300 kin. No 370-Mc echoes were observed.

5.4 DISCUSSION

Interpretation of the Johnston Island radar 50-db S/N ratio

echoes in terms of m 2/m3 (volume cross section) gives a value of

about 10 - I I . Assuming scattering by a point target (a very doubtful
2

interpretation) the equivalent radar cross section is about 10 m2

If the scattering mechanism is assumed to be incoherent scatter

from the electrons in he fireball and debris, the 50-db SIN echoes
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yield an electron density of 1011 electrons/cc and a plasma frequency

of 2500 Mc. As with the events discussed earlier in this volume,

the 50-db returns cannot have been produced by this mechanism.

The negative results on the southern AEW aircraft and the 370-Mc

ACANIA radar would indicate that the debris associated with

yield is not sufficient to produce extensive conjugate-area auroral

clutter.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

A Check Mate event would have a seriously degrading effect

on the performance of a ballistic missile defense radar system. To

evaluate this effect, a comparison has been made between the radars

used during Fish Bowl and the planned BMD radar systems.

The radars used during these tests were, in general, somewhat

less sensitive than those being planned for use in BMD activities.

The advantage that a particular system radar would have over the

test radars is shown for various scattering models in Table 2.6

of Chapter 2. The comparisons were developed by scaling the system

radar to its nearest frequency counterpart used during Fish Bowl.

For example, the BINWS radars were compared with the 398-Mc Johnston

Island radar and the Nike-Zeus TTR radar was compared to the DAMP

FPQ-4 C-band radars.

In order to give the .4ader a better understanding of the degrading

effects of the Check Mate event, an estimate of the effect on the

BIEWS tracking radar has been made, ignoring the fact that the
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operating pulse length of the BMEWS radar is too long to observe

Check Mate fireball/debris clutter at that range. The B.EWS

system was picked as an example not to deprecate that particular

system, but because that system is operational, field-deployed, aiud

its characteristics are well known. Table 2.7 of Chapter 2

shows the comparison between the BMEWS tracking radar characteristics

and the Johnston Island 398-Mc radar. The comparison was made

assuming the scattering waF from a beam-filling target of range

depth of at least one pulse width (300 -sec).

From the comparison, estimates of the strength and time

duration of the clutter and noise effects are given below:

Fireball/Debris Clutter

H + 0 S/N = 90 db Main Beam

S/N = 40 db Side Lobes

H + 2 min S/N = 40 db Main Beam

S/N = 0 db Side L:bes

S/N = 0 db Maii Beam

Angular Diameterof Affected Region.

0
1 sec 12

10 sec 200

60 sec 330

Detonation Area Auroral Clutter.

H+ to H + 4 hrs. S/N > 44 db

H + 4 hours to ? S/N =44 db
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Fireball/Debris Noise.

Maximum 5000°K for 20 seconds duration

7-db increase

Conjugate-Are% Auroral Clutter.

H + 0 to H + 1 min S/N > 54 db

H + 1 min to ? S/N = 54 db

From the above it is apparent that as much as 1000 square

degrees of area would be obscured for a depth of at least one pulse

length plus 50 km by the fireball/debris clutter for a period of

as much as 2 minutes. In addition, the 1000 square degrees of

area would be observed at a 7-db reduction in sensitivity at all

ranges at a 50-percent bandwidth for up to 20 seconds because of

the fireball/debris noise. Although the Doppler spread of the

echoes is not severe, the limited bandwidth of the 20-kc Doppler

channel used with the Johnston Island radars does not rule out

the possibility of there being Doppler components at a velocity comparable to

the radial velocity of an approaching ICBM.

Detonation-area auroral clutter would obscure considerable

area at a variety of ranges from 100 km to 500 km for a depth of

at least one pulse length for a period of up to 4 hours. However,

the Doppler width would be relatively narrow.

Conjugate-area auroral clutter would obscure a relative]y small

area at a variety of ranges for a depth of at least one pulse length

for a period of up to two minutes. The Doppler width would be relatively

narrow.
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The extended volume of clutter and noise produced by Check

Mate would make it difficult v avoid the clutter problem by

using spaced radars in a B system, and impossible in the case

of multiple Check Mate bursts.

TABLE 5.1 IOCATIONS OF AEW AIRCIRAFT AND M/V ACANIA
DURING CHECK MATE

Longitude Latitude

Abusive I 168 057.5'W 1600'N
Lambkin 1 166 007'W 160 18'N
Lambkin 2 1650 34'V: 18008'N
Lambkin 3 178 022'W 11041'S
Lambkin 4 178 055'W 14000'S
ACANIA 174 056'W 12027'S
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TABLE 5.2 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AEW AIRCRAFT
RADARS DURING CHECK MATE

L = Lambkin, A = Abusive.
L1 L2 La IA Al

Frequency,. Me. 428 425 426 443 435

Peak Power, watts x 10 1.5 0.9 1.25 1.4 1.4*
Pulse Width, gsec 8.4 9.0 8.0 8.0 8.0*
PRF, cps 239 232 227 248 280

MDS, -dbm 112 115 110 11.4 114*
Dynamic Range, db 21 21 24 24 18*
amin at 500 km, m 2  26 22 50 20 .19

approximate values

TABLE 5.3 AEW AIRCRAFT RADAR FIREBALL/DEBRIS CLUFER FOR
CHECK MATE

Radar Cross Section
Time from Burst Point Target Volume Scatterer

(qec) (m 2) (m 2 /m 3)

Lambkin 1 0-15 8 X l0 s  1.3 x 10- 7

45 6x10 4  Ixi0 -

Lambkin 2 5 2 x 10 5  0.3 x 0-7

25 2.6 x 10' 0.4 x 10"

35 5.8 x 102

155-195 1.5 X 102

Abusive 1 1 2.3 x 100 2.1 x 10_"
10 1.4 Y 10' 2.3 x 10 9
20 8.6 x 103 1.4 x 10

A

4
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Figure 5.45a Juhnstor, Island all-sky photograph for Check Mate, 6 minutes. i
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Figure 5.46 Johnston Island radar auroral echoes-visual comparison
for Check Mate; 398 Mc, 10 to 50 minutes.
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Figure 5.47a Johnston Island all-sky photograph for Check Mate, 48 minutes.
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CHAPTER 6

STAR FISH

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Prior to the Star Fish event, there was considerable uncertainty

as to the behavior of the rapidly expanding bomb plasma in the

presence of the earth's field. 1 This uncertainty arose because it

was not known whether the debris would be ionized, or neutral,

after very early times. If the debris fragments were uncharged,

the expansion would occur unimpeded in the upward direction, sc

that approximately one-half of the total fission material would

completely escape into outer space. The downward portion, on the

other hand, should be stopped by the atmosphere between 150- and

200-km altitude. This pancake model is depicted in Figure 6.1.

About one-half of the downward-traveling deb. 's would be expected

to be deposited within a 225-km radius of ground zero. All but

10 percent should fall within a 550-km radius.

The debris, however, might not be uncharged. In fact, not

only might the debris be heavily ionized, but intense shocks

associated with the hydromagnetic expansion might produce still

further ionization, maintaining a heavily ionized, expanding plasma

bubble. Such a bubble would exclude the magnetic field, compressing

the field lines as it expands, until the magnetic pressure due to

compressed field lines was equal to the outward plasma pressure.

See Volume 1 for a more complete discussion of the expected results.
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Parallel to the field lines the plasma encounters no resistance to

expansion, however. If such a shock were fully effective and

ionized 100 percent of the near-neutral ambient ionosphere, the

bubble should be stopped by the field about '0 km 2 radially from

the detonation point. This would give rise to a debris distribution

shown in Figure 6.2.

The experimental results from Star Fish sketched in Figure 6.3

indicated that neiiher of the three models discussed here and in

Volume 1 were correct. The debris was actually charged, and hence,

highly confined by the field; however, the presence of plasma

instabilities or a magnetic buoyancy effect permitted the ejection

of substantial amounts of debris to very great altitude-. In the

downward direction, debris from Star Fish was stopped in the

vicinity of 200 to 250 km. A magnetic tube containing substantial

debris, and perhaps 100 km across, was formed parallel to the

earth's field. Some debris w.as trapped at very high altitudes to

produce absorption and auroral phenomena in Alaska, and to the

south of New Zealand. Optical information indicates that bright

auroras occurred north of French Frigate Shoals, and south of Samoa-

i.e., farther north and farther south of the expected conjugate areas.

2 This estimate was presented at the January 1962 pre-Fish Bowl

meeting held at Stanford Research Institute. Using the same

technique, we derive a value of the order of 10 times this.
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Some 5 percent of the total fission debris is thought to have been

trapped at still higher altitudes.

6.2 PROCEDURE

6.2.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.1.

Operating Technique. See Section 2.2.1.

6.2.2 AEW Aircraft Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.2.

Operating Technique. Based upon the expected

results, it was felt that the debris-pancake occurrence was highly

probable and that if the debris truly did pancake, a large area

of auroral clutter would occur. In addition, it was believed that

the auroral clutter in the vicinity of the burst would be mirrored

in the magnetic conjugate area. For these reasons, the four AEW

radar aircraft :hat were available to the project were located so

that they would cover the extent of the debris spread as seen in

the detonation area and as mirrored in the magnetic conjugate area,

as shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, respectively.

All of the AEW aircraft flew in patterns shown in Figure 2.8

at locations given in Table 6.1. The actual radar operating

parameters are shown in Table 6.2.

6.2.3 M/V ACANIA Radars.

Instrumentation. See Section 2.2.3.
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Operating Technique. The ACANIA was located at

the magnetic conjugate area so that it looked at right angles to

the earth's magnetic field line that passed through the detonation.

The exact coordinates of the ACANIA are listed in Table 6.1. The

radar operating technique was to scan the antenna in a complex

fashion shown in Figure 6.6.

6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 Johnston Island Radars.

Fireball/Debris Clutter. Prior to the detonation,

the radar executed a programmed track of the Thor launch, and the

850- and 1210-Mc radars obtained skin echoes during the entire

trajectory. The 398-Mc radar was off until detonation. Shortly

before the detonation, the antenna was positioned in the direction

0 0
of 87 elevation and 200 azimuth. The detonation occurred

approximately 15 km south of the radar beam, which means that the

debris should have expanded through the radar beam completely by

H + 15 milliseconds. At H + 30 seconds, the antenna was moved

around to the north to scan down the field lines. From H + 120

seconds to about H + 50 minutes, the antenna was positioned at

magnetic north and 600 elevation, or was periodically scanned. The

radars were operated for seven hours following the detonation. The

range-versus-time record of the echoes for the first five minutes

are shown in Figure 6.7. The spatial distribution of all echoes

is shown in Figures 6.8 through 6.15. Except for the short dura-
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tion, fireball/debris echoes on 850 and 1210 Mc and the auroral

echoes on 398 and 850 Mc which persisted only for a few seconds, no

echoes were observed to correlate with the visual light output

which lasted up to H + 15 minutes.

As shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17, fireball/debris tchoes occurred

at 350-kin range on both 850 and 1210 Mc; these echoes did not occur on 398

Mc, although the 398-Mc radar was up to full power promptly. These

echoes started at H + 0.1 see, and persisted until H + 0.5 sec

on 850 Mc and H + 1.0 sec at 1210 Mc. Both echoes reached a peak

amplitude of approximately 20 db S/N as shown in Figures 6.18

and 6.19.

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. Strong

auroral echoes were observed the first time a search for them was

made at H + 70 seconds. Forty-db SIN echoes were observed at 100-

to 150-km height at 398 Mc. An unusual echo was observed at heights

of 400 to 500 km at the same time. Fifteen-db SiN echoes were

observed at 75-to 125-km height at 850 Mc. These echoes disappeared

quickly. No other auroral echoes were observed until H + 4 hours

when echoes reappeared at 398 Me at heights of 300 to 400 km with

amplitudes up to 15 db S/N. Figure 6.20 shows the peak amplitude

of the auroral echoes as a function of timejwith the antenna-direction-

caused amplitude fluctuations removed.

The Doppler characteristics of the 398-Mc auroral echoes at

H + 277 minutes are shown in Figure 6.21. This figure shows that
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the Doppler shift is no areater than *2 kc, and the Doppler spread

is no greater than the transmitter pulse-spectrum 3-db width of

approximately 3 kc. Both of these characteristics are consistent

with natural aurora-caused radar reflections at this frequency.

Fireball/Debris Noise. No noise emission was

observed in the detonation area.

6.3.2 AEW Aircraft Radars.

Firebali'Debris Clutter. None of the detonation

area AEW aircraft (Abusive 1, Lambkins 1 and 2) observed echoes

directly from the fireball/debris.

Auroral Clutter in the Detonation Area. Abusive

1 and Lambkin 2 did not see any auroral echoes. Lambkin 1 saw

auroral echoes to the -i.;t of the aircraft between H + 46 seconds

and H + 76 seconds. These echoes are interpreted as arising from

field-aligned ionization located at heights of about 150 kn. These

results are shown in Figure 6.22.

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. No

auroral clutter was observed in the conjugate area by the AEW air-

craft radars.

6.3.3 M/V ACANIA Radars.

Auroral Clutter in the Conjugate Area. The

ACANIA was located (according to calculations based upon Finch and

Leaton coefficients) on the magnetic meridian of the field line

that passed through the detonation, and looking at right angles

to the magnetic field 1 'ne (at H = 100 km) that pa. sed through tlie
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detonation point. The LWH radar antenna was scanned in a complex

manner throughout the test. The antenna azimuth and elevation

versus time are shown in Figure 6.6. The range-versus-time

records for the first 5 minutes are shown in Figure 6.23. The

echoes seen by the 140-Mc radar at H + 0 were at approximately

30 km greater range than were predicted. These echoes persisted

for less than a second (a few pulses). Visual observations

confirmed the loaition of the ACANIA on the magnetic meridian line

passing through the burst. The difference between the observed

range of the early-time echoes and the calculated field line was

such as to indicate a discrepancy of about 1/20 of latitude. This

discrepancy was also noted on subsequent shots. At H + 50 seconds,

the 140-Mc and 370-Mc echoes appeared again and lasted to 240

seconds and 170 seconds at 140 Mc and 370 Mc, respectively. Tht

spatial location of these echoes is show.%'n in Figure 6.24.

6.4 DISCUSSIOX

The nogative rtsults on the majority of the AEW aircraft

indicated that the majority of the debris did not pancake as might

be expected.

'3.5 CONCLUSIONS

A Star Fish event would have some degrading effect on the

performanct. of a ballistic missile defense radar system. To evaluate

this effect, a comparison has been made " ?tween the radars used

during Fish Bowl and the planned B,M radar systems.
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The radars used during these tests were, in general, somewhat

less sensitive than thooe being planned for use in BM activities,

The advantage that a particular system radar would have over the

test radars is shown for various scattering models in Table 2.6.

The comparisons were developed by scaling the system radar to its

nearest frequency counterpart used during Fish Bowl. For example,

the B'MWS radar3 were compared with the 398-Mc Johnston Island

radar and the Nike-Zeus TTR radar was compared to the DAMP FPQ-4

C-band radars.

In ordez to give the reader a better understanding of the degrading

effects of the Star Fish event, an estimate of the effect on the

BMEWS tracking radar has been made. The BMEWS system was picked

as an example not to depretate that particular system, but because

that system is operational, field deployed, and its characteristics

are well known. Table 2.7 shows the comparison between the

BEWS tracking radar characteristics and the Johnston Island 398-Mc

radar. The comparison was made assuming the scattering was from a

beam-filling target of range depth of at least one pulse width

(300 .sec).

From the comparison, estimates of the strength and time

duration of the clutter and noise effects are given below:

Fireball/Debris Clutter.

H + 0 to H + 2-second echoes would be expected with 60 db S/N r-atio.
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Detonation Area Auroral Clutter.

H + 0 to H + 5 hours > 40 db S/N ratio echoes would be expected.

Maximum duration of echoes is not known but would be in excess

of H + 5 hours.

Fireball/Debris Noise.

None expected above receiver noise level.

Conjugate-Area Auroral Clutter.

Extensive dlutter would be seen with SIN ratios > 60 db.

The most serious effect of a Star Fish event would be the

detonation-area auroral clutter. Relatively large areas would be

obscured for a depth of at least one pulse length at a variety of

ranges for a period of up to 5 hours. The Doppler spread of the

auroral echoes would be relatively narrow, however.

Conjugate-area auroral clutter would obscure a smaller area at

a variety of ranges for a depth of at least one pulse length for

a shorter period. The Doppler width would be relatively narrow.

The extended volume of auroral clutter produced by Star Fish

would make it difficult to avoid the clutter problem by using

spaced radars in a BMD system, but it could be greatly reduced by

using higher (such as L-band) operating frequencies.
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"TABLE 6.1 LOCATIONS OF AEW AIRCRAF, AID M/V ACANTA .DURING
STAR FISH

Longitude Latitude

Abusive 1 167057.5'W 17 0 02'N
Lambkin 1 165 0 30'W 13 0 46'N
Lambkin 2 165 036'W 10054'N
Lambkin 3 16900'W 80481S

Lambkin 4 170 012'W 12033'S
ACANIA 175 040.3'W 15035.21S

TABLE 6.2 OPERATING CIMRACTERISTICS OF THE AEW AIRCRAFT
RADARS DURING STAR FISH

L Lambkin, A = Abusive.

Ll L2 L3 L4 Al

Freq. Mc 425 435 426 443 447

Peak Power, Mw 1.4 1.1 1.9 2.5 1.3
Pulse Width, psec 9.0 8.0 6.0 8.2 8.5
PRF, cps 243 243 238 240 280
MDS, -dbm -113 -114 -114 -113 -118
Dynamic Range, db 18 18 21 21 15
omin at 500 km, m 2  22 24 13 33 9
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Figure 6.16 Johnston Island radar range versus time for Star Fish; 850 Mc, 0 to 1.3 seconds.
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Figure 6.17 Johnston Island radar range versus time for Star Fish; 1210 MIc, 0 to 1.3 seconds.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION OF UHF RADAR RESULTS

Many interesting features have been noticed in the data presented

in this report. For example, on both Check Mate and King Fish the

long-lasting auroral clutter showed two peaks in amplitude as a func-

tion of time. Undoubtedly this is related to the expansion and rise

of the debris from these two shots.. However, it has not been possible

to interpret and analyze these and other interesting results for

inclusion in this report. It is hoped that inclusion of such reduced

data minus interpretation will be helpful to the reader. Inter-

pretation and analysis of these data by project personnel will be

carried out in the future.
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7.1 FIREBALL/DEBRIS CLUTCER

The existence of radar clutter from the fireball/debris for

each of the events has been established. Previous results and

predictions have suggested that such clutter might be seen, but the

fact that it was seen at as early a time and for as long a time,

even on 1210 Mc, is considered very important to ballistic missile

defense radars.

Figures 7.1 through 7.3 are a graphical presentation of the

sensitivity of the Johnston Island radars in terms of reflector

2 2/3
radar cross section in m , M /m , and electron density,respectively.

The echo-amplitude characteristics for Tight Rope, Blue Gill,

King Fish, and Check Mate show that at all three frequencies the

fireball/debris echoes saturated or nearly saturated the receivers

within the first 60 seconds, Echoes at these levels and at the

event ranges give volume-scattering coefficients ranging from

2 x 10"14 m2/m 3 for Tight Rope to 10"  for Check Mate for beam..

filling targets. In all of the events the fireball/debris echoes

exhibited negligible dependence upon radar frequency in contra-

distinction to the auroral returns which were very wavelength-

dependent. It is surmised that this result may be due to a

fortuitous mixture of reflector strength and path absorption.

If incoherent electron scatter could be invoked to explain these

echoes (we have shown that it can't for the very early, intense
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echoes), then frequency-independent 
returns might be expected.

An important feature of the fireball/debris echoes for Check

Mate and King Fish is the double 
echo which lasts a few seconds

after H = 0. This second echo is a clue. to the overall 
reflection

mechanism. If it is assumed that the fireball/debris 
cloud is

ionized but the density is sub-critical, 
then the following model

is possible:

The ionized cloud fills the radar 
beam and scatters the incident

power isotropically as by incoherent 
scatter with electron density

N; the RF power then reflects specularly 
from the sea, and again

scatters isotropically as by incoherent scatter with electron

density N from the entire cloud. This model gives the following

equation:

PG = Nt Rc 1 Ae 

r 4,e 16 4.4R- m n

G =4

t =

p t0 2 N2cTV Atm ne

r 1024 _R
4

P 1024 rR4  1/2

N PAeVnCTOm '

P = received power 
= antenna beamwidth

Pt = transmitted power V = debris cloud volume
nt 10 3

R = range 
(5.6 x 10 m

T =pulse length

A = antenna effective aperturee
= electron scattering

m
cross section
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This equation generates the curves in Figure 7.4. From this

figure it is apparent that to support a one-hop sea scatter echo

the ionization must be overdense. Indeed, if there were double

echoes for Blue Gill and Tight Rope, they would have been overdense

also. Unfortunately, the range resolution of the radars does not

allow this fact to be determined without doubt. However, the

range-versus-time records do show fluctuations in range depth which

might be due to a one-hop sea scatter echo appearing and disappearing.

Another significant feature of the fireball/debris echoes is

the close correlation of radar echoes and the visual fireball/debris

observed on Tight Rope, Blue Gill, King Fish, and Check Mate. The

close correlation lasted up to H + 5 minutes for Tight Rope and

Blue Gill as shown in Figures 2.9 and 3.3, but only up to H + 1

minute on King Fish and Check Mate.

It has been pointed out 1 that the radar cross-6ection data

previously published by Project 6.9 2 does not appear to be self-

consistent. In particular, the radar cros% section of the Blue Gill

event as seen by the Johnston Island radar appears to be about seven

orders of magnitude lower than the radar cross section observed by

the AEW aircraft. About five orders of magnitude difference can be

I Private communication by John Ise, Defense Research Corporation,

Santa Barbara, California.

2 Symposium Proceedings, Radar Blackout, DASA 1365, DASA Data Center

Special Report 11, April 1963 (SRD)
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justified by the difference in size of the antenna beams of the

Johnston Island radar and the AEW aircraft radar. However, this

leaves two orders of magnitude still to be accounted for. At the

time of this writing we have not yet reconciled this discrepancy.

We have examined our calibrations, calculations~and data-reduction

procedures and have foutkd no explanation of the discrepancy there.

We have suggested, without opportunity for investigation as yet,

that the fireball echoes have an aspect sensitivity depending upon

the difference in the viewing angle to the fireball from the two radars. An

alternate explanation might be that this discrepancy is a result of absorption.

That is, when looking at the fireball from the sideas the AEW

radar would do, it might provide less absorpt'icn along the radar

path than when looking directly up at the fireball, as the Johnston

Island radar would do. This discrepancy will be examined in more

detail during future analysis work.

7.2 AURORAL CLUTTER IN THE DETONATION AREA

The auroral clutter observed on King Fish, Check Mate, and

Star Fish showed very strong wavelength dependence. Figures

4.35, 5.44, and 6.20 show that the echo-amplitude difference

between 398 Mc and 850 Mc is usually approximately 15 db. Ignoring

other mitigating factors such as aspect sensitivity, this makes

4.5the auroral-reflection mechanism proportional to \.

Differing from what might have been expected, the auroral

reflection did not take place at E-layer heights only. But, as

in the case of King Fish, auroral reflections appear to have been

obtained from heights up to 750 km.
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The relative lack of long-lasting strong auroral clutter

observed by the Johnston Island radars and the AEW aircraft radars

is assumed to be due to the relative low yields of those events

as compared to Teak and Orange. Teak and Orange events of Hard-

tack (1958) gave rise to very long-lasting returns on airborne

radars similar to those carried by the AEW aircraft.

7.3 FIREBALL/DEBRIS NOISE

The radio noise emission observed by the Johnston Island

radars is most likely due to black-body radiation from the

vicinity of the fireball. The relatively slow buildup of noise is

most likely caused by the shielding of the radiating region by

absorption. Although on the Johnston Island radars this noise was

not extremely strong, it could play a significant role in degrading

the capability of ballistic missile defense radars by decreasing

their sensitivity.

7.4 AURORAL CLUTTER IN THE CONJUGATE AREA

The ionospheric clutter formed in the conjugate area by the

high-altitude nuclear detonations was quite restricted in spatial

extent at early times and could produce fake or misleading echoes

in an operational radartprovided certain conditions are met. These

conditions are that the radar must observe the clutter region at

heights of 100 to 400 km, and it must view this clutter region with

the line-of-sight very close to perpendicular to the direction of

the earth's magnetic field. The clutter area appears to expand after
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tens of seconds and can become quite widespread. However, the

requirement for viewing this perpendicular to the magnetic field

still holds. The second conclusion that can be reached from

observations in the conjugate area is that a systematic error

appears between the calculated conjugate point and the observed

conjugate point. The calculations used were those based on the

coefficients derived by Finch and Leaton (loc. cit.). These

calculations led to the correct position in longitude, but show a

systematic error of approximately 1/2 of a degree of latitude with

the true conjugate point located south of the calculated point. The

appendix of Volume 1 presents a summary of all the various data

which has been used to deduce this systematic shift of the field

lines.

7.5 SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS

In order to completely assess the complications that would be

caused to a sophisticated radar that is operating in a nuclear burst

environment, a complete description of the particular radar and

its role is necessary. At the time of this writing, we have no

actual ballistic missile defense system designedand the radars

planned for use in proposed systems are having their characteristics

and roles changed so often that it is relatively meaningless to

try to perform the assessment mentioned above. However, in order

to give the reader a general understanding of the radar degradation
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that might occur to a radar system as caused by reflections from

nuclear bursts) examples were presented at the end of Chapters

2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 for each of the Fish Bowl tests.

Besides the particular examples presented in these previous

sections, a few general conclusions may be made.

First, the very strong radar reflections from the fireball

regions detected during these tests would appear to be detectable

on even the side lobes of radars which are required in ballistic

missile defense applications. Such clutter would be seen over

large solid angles and range cells and would appear to present

serious difficulties to any automatic cata-processing techniques

being usedif not rendering the radar completely ineffective.

The long-lasting auroral clutter detected by the Johnston

Island radars is very georietry-sensitive and may be eliminated from

consideration by systems designers when considerations of threat

tubes and single bursts are examined. However, when one considers

the possibilities of threat tubes that are not well-confined,and

multiple bursts, the several hours of auroral clutter would appear

mj
to warrant careful consideration in systems studies. The most

promising means of eliminating this clutter is by Doppler filtering

as is attempted in the natural auroral-clutter environment experi-

enced by BMEWS.
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The increases in noise level experienced by a radar looking at

a nuclear burst seem to be of sufficient magnitude and of long-

enough duration to warrant the consideration that extremely low-

noise receiving systems as provided by masers, etc., may not be

necessary or warranted.

It would appear that the long-lasting radar effects described

in this report are of considerable consequence in the evaluation of

ballistic missile defense systems performance. It should be noted

that these non-blackout or non-absorption effects must be considered

carefully in future systems evaluations if we are to have a realistic

picture of radar performance in a nuclear-burst environment.

i
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APPENDIX A

RADAR PERFORMANCE

In general the performance of the Project 6.9 radar equipments

was very good. Certai.n deficiencies were noted,however, and during

future experiments these deficiencies should be corrected.

A.1 JOHNSTON ISLAND

1. We were very pleased with the 398-,850- -and 1210-Mc equip-

ment and would recommend their inclusion in any future test

plan. However, some modification is necessary to improve the

dynamic range, frequency stability, and range resolution of

the equipment. Furthermore, the data output of the tHF radars

should be digitized on-line to improve the quality of data

handling and cut down the data-reduction time.

2. Inasmuch as the tHF radar data was taken to provide

information for use in planning anti-ICBM radars, it also

seems that the UHF radar receivers should be capable of

receiving Doppler shifts which are equivalent to those pro-

duced by a radially moving ICBM. This alterat- )n would require

140-kc receiving and recording capability for the 1200-Mc radar.

The lower frequency radars would require corresponding smaller

bandwidth capability.

.3. The only problem with the 85-foot dish is the lack of pre-

cise, slow control in elevation and azimuth. The dish should

so be modified before further use.
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4. The last-minute economics eliminated radar coverage in the

100-to 200-Mc frequency range. The lack was seriously felt on

many of the late-time effects and future test series should

include a radar (operating in the 85-foot dish) at about 150 Mc.

5. An incoherent electron scatter experiment would have

provided a wealth of data on electron density and temperature

and we recommend its inclusion in future test programs. A

more complete description of this experiment is included in

Appendix C.

6. The low PRF on the 20-,30-, and 50-Mc sounder (inherent in

that particular sounder) should be corrected by the use of

separace transmitters at these frequencies. The phase sounder

could then be used with all seven frequencies in the HF range.

7. Although higher frequency radars were used to examine the

fireball region, (Project 6.13's C-band radars) it has been

suggested by systems analysts that future test series should

include C- and X-band reflection studies of the burst. For

these reasons it is recommended that Project 6.9 should include

radar reflection studies at frequencies above L-band (in

particular the C- and X-bands during the next test series).

8. It is felt that the number of experiments that Project 6.9

could carry out would be greatly enhanced if the 398- 850-.,

and 1210-Mc radars could track. Such tracking ability would
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allow absorption studies to be made by observing appropriate

targets as well as angular scintillation studies. For these

reasons we suggest that the 398-Mc frequency be used with an

error-sensing antenna feed to allow tracking experiments to be

conducted. It is also recommended that the 1200-Mc incoherent

scatter radar proposed in (5) above also have tracking capa-

bility for the same reason.

9. We believe that considerably more data could be provided

to other experimenters and DASA if automatic data processing

equipment for the Project 6.9 radars on Johnston Island and

the electron scatter radar recommended in (5) above were used.

The reader is referred to Appendix D for a complete description

of the automatic-data-processing recommendations.

A.2 AEW AIRCRAFT

The most serious operational problem with these radars involved

the data recording method used. Future experiments should use these

excellent radars but with the inclusion of magnetic tape recorders

sufficient to record the amplitude data completely. It was diffi-

cult to position the aircraft by using the theoretical predictions

of the effects, but on King Fish we were very successful and on

Star Fish very unsuccessful. Future tests should include at least

two.of these aircraft for radar phenomenoligy studies.
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A.3 M/V ACANIA

This equipment worked out extremely well for these tests, There

are many ship improvements which suggest themselves during such

extensive tests (such as more adequate air conditioning as well as

improvements in the radar equipment). These necessary modifications

must be kept in mind before future tests are undertaken.
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APPENDIX B

JOHNSTON ISLAND AND M/V ACANIA RADAR DATA REDUCTION

The data reduction process basdn when the basic radar data was

r-ocrded at the field site. The UHF radar data was recorded on Iiag-

netic tape in the following manner:

1) Receiver - detected video output and 10-kc IF output

2) Antenia Position - digital antenna position generator

output

3) Time - digital time generator output

The next step in the process was to produce a strip print of

range versus time with amplitude intensity modulated. The range-

versus-time prints were mounted along with the analog presentation

of the antenna position and a time scale as shown in Figure 2.10.

From the range-versus-time data, height-versus-distance and

range-versus-azimuth plots of the echoes were made over varying

time intervals as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. The data presented

in the heigh.:..versus distance and range-versus.-azimuth plots has all

of the ground-clutter echoes and some of the extraneous missile

echoes subtrac'cad from the original range.-versus-time data. The

data presented in the height-versus-distance and range-versus-

azimuth plots is plotted with the following accuracies: The range

is accurate to ±15 km which is a combination of scaling errors and

the poor rise time of the receiving system. The angular position

is accurate to ±2 degrees, which is a combination of the digital
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readout accuracy an the beamwi.dth of the radar. Time has been

scaled to the nearest second or minute depending on the figure.

Dots on the plots indicate that the echo was not extended in angu-

lar position beyond a beamwidth, or in range beyond a pulse length.

Lines on boxes show extension in angular position or range or both.

The Doppler records were produced from the 10-kc IF receiver

output recording by range gating out the transmitter leakage and

unrelated echoes, and processing the resultant signal with a spec-

trum analyzer. The records are accurate in Doppler shift to ±1 kc.

The amplitude records were produced from the receiver-detected

video output recordings by range gating out the transmitter leakage

and unrelated echoes and making an amplitude-versus.-time record.

The amplitude data was then scaled from this record and reDlotted

.as in Figure 2.12. Although the dynamic range of the tape

recorders was limited to a little over 30 db, upon careful re-exam-

ination of the tape recorder characteristics, it was found that for

the pulse lengths used in the Fish Bowl tests, degrees of pulse

height saturation could be determined up to 50-db dynamic range.

All of the amplitude data presented takes this fact into account.

The amplitude records shown in Figure 2.12 are accurate to ±5 lb.

Figures such as 2.15 are an attempt to reduce some of the confusion

caused by the rapid and complex antenna motion. They show what the peak

echo amplitude probably would have been if the antenna had been scanning

the burst area clutter in a continuous fashion. Similarly, figures such as

Figure 5.44 show what the peak echo amplitude probably would have been if

the antenna had been scanning the northern auroral clutter in a continuous

fashion.
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APPENDIX C

A RECOMMENDATION FOR INCOHERENT BACKSCATTER
RADAR MEASUREMENTS FOR BLUE ROCK

C.1 SYNOPSIS

Stanford Research Institute recommends that an L-band incoherent

electron scatter radar for electron density measurements be used

during the next high-altitude nuclear test series.

This radar will, in addition to providing electron density as

a function of time and space, also provide estimates of

Electron temperature

Ion temperature

Ionic constituents.

In addition, the use of such a high-power L-Band radar

will simulate some of the operational difficulties that will be

experienced by L-band ballistic missile defense system radars

operating in a nuclear environment.

It also offers the potential for evaluating incoherent electron

scatter as a communication mode which is not degraded (but may be

improved) by nuclear bursts.

C.2 INTRODUCTION

In the study of nuclear weapon phenomenology, experiments should

be designed to satisfy one of at least two requirements. The first
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requirement is to provide data of value to military systems designers

of a direct simulation nature. Such data would be used directly

in system evaluation studies. The other requirement is to obtain

data which can be used to evaluate theories of nuclear weapon

phenomenology. These theories, fortified by experimental confir-

mation, could then be used to extrapolate to the effects to be

expected for other yields and altitudes of detonation.

It is our purpose to present an experimental technique for

measuring many of the physical parameters that theoreticians need

to know in their work--namely

Electron density

Electron temperature

Ion temperature

Ionic constituents.

The radio effects of a high-altitude nuclear burst are governed

by the density and distribution of free electrons as a function of

height and position. Once the electron density distribution is

known, many of the radio effects can be predicted. Hence, a prime

target for theoretical studies of the output of a nuclear device is

the electron density that it produces.

Even for a quiet ionosphere, determination of the electron

density as a function of height has been a difficult problem.
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While vertical-incidence HF experiments can reveal the approximate

nature of a monotonically increasing electron density, it can tell

us nothing about the top structure of layers. Furthermore, the

methodbreaks down when there are curvatures of the reflection-

ionization distribution. Total dispersion experiments, using rocket-

borne transmitters, moon echoes, etc., all suffer from the difficulty

of determining the distribution as a function of position when the

ionization is also changing with time.

A major research tool has been developed during the past two

years which can eliminate most of these objections. With this

method, a pencil-beam radar signal at a high frequency penetrates

the region of interest with little atte.luation. Electrons in the

path of this beam weakly scatter energy back to the radar, each

-28 2
electron having a radar cross section of about 10- m . The number

of electrons within a range cell and within an antenna beamwidth

is adequate to obtain a measurable echo from the E- and F-region

of the normal ionosphere. Hence, it should be readily possible to

map the contours of electron density within a few seconds of shot

time, despite D-region attenuation. Fortunately, the normal high

temperature of the motion-controlling ions in the ionosphere gives

a Doppler broadening of the echo that is larger than the echo

broadening of auroral clutter. Hence it appears possible to
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differentiate between these two types of echoes and record each out.

separately.

C.3 ELECTRON SCATTERING

In 1958 Gordon (Reference 1) suggested that radar echoes could be

obtained from the free electrons in the ionosphere with a sufficiently

powerful radar. Total echo power for such incoherent scattering

would be proportional to the number of electrons per unit-volume

times the classical cross section of the electron. The spectrum

of such scatter from free electrons should have a Gaussian shape

with a characteristic width determined by the thermal motion of

the electroas.

That same year Bowles (Reference 2) detected a scatter signal

of about the expected intensity but with a much narrower spectrum at

50 Mc. He suggested that this narrower spectrum resulted from

the electrons being constrained in their motion by the ions, so

that the spectral width should correspond to the ion motion for all

observing wavelengths long compared to the Debye shielding distance

of the ions. He also argued that the echo spectrum should show

amplitude modulation corresponding to the ionic gyro frequencies and

their multiples whenever incident and scattered rays make equal
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angles with the earth's magnetic field.

Detailed theories of incoherent scattering have recently been devel-

oped partially or completely (References 3 through 6). More complete

experimental measurements have now been made at 440 Mc by Pineo,

Kraft, and Briscoe of Lincoln Laboratory (Reference 7).

While Gordon (Reference 1) gave the name "incoherent electron

scattering" to the process being considered here, the detailed theories

indicate that the process is best described in terms of the few electrons

(in the condensation regions of longitudinal ion acoustic waves)

which scatter coherently. The statistical fluctuations are analyzed

in terms of such sound waves of all wavelengths going in all directions

at all speeds.

The radio waves scatter only from the a coustic waves of one

wavelength traveling in one direction-with :.li (plus and mit-us)

speeds. For the wavelengths of interest the total scattered power

is one-half the value suggested by Gordon (the factor one-half

probably results from the equipartition of kinetic and potential

energy of he electrons), the spectrum is approximately flat-topped,

and its width corresponds to the thertnal motion of the ions, rather

than the electrons. The detailed theories indicate that tL.e ion

gyro modulation should be present under the proper geometry for

i
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detection (predicted in Reference 2).

For all radio frequencies and heights of practical interest

the ratio of received signal power (S) to noise power N) is given

by:

P G AS 1 TT anV R
N - kTB 2 2 2 (0.1)

41tR 4tR.2

where

k = 1.38 x 10 23/ K (Boltzmann's constant)

T = T + T where T is the antenna temperature (determinedC R C

primarily by cosmic noise), and TR is the receiver noise

temperature, OK

B = Receiver bandwidth in cps, assumn equal to, or greater

than the bandwidth of the scatter signal

PT = Transmitter power in watts

G = Gain of transmitting antenna
T

R1 = Range from transmitter to scattering volume, M

= 4gre2 sin 2 10- 28sin 2 m 2 , the radar cross section of one electron

where r = classical electrical radius, 2.8178 x 10 - 1

e

meters, and C is the angle at the target between the

electric vector of the incident wave and the direction

to the receiver

n = Electron density in the scatter volume, electrons/m
3
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V = Volume common to transmitting and receiving antenna beams

2
AR = Aperture of receiving antenna, m

R = Range from scattering volume, M, to receiver.

The approximate bandwidth of the scattered signal, B5, is

where 4 cos~ ¢ i (C.2)

where

= Half the included angle between the rays from the

scattering volume to the transmitter and receiver

= Radio wavelength in meters

T. = Ion temperature (ion assumed to be in thermal equilibrium

with the electrons), K

M = Ionic mass.

For the case of backscattering with common transmitting and

receiving antennas, Equation C.2 reduces to:

S PTWnCT
2 (C.3)

16 R kTB

where

T = Transmitter pulse length, seconds

8C = Velocity of light, 3 x 10 m/sec.

In addition,

4 2kT
B- ~ (0.4)
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It is interesting to speculate that some permanent form of

natural field-aligned ionization exists at all times. A radar

sufficiently sensitive to obtain incoherent-scatter echoes could

answer this qAestion by examining incoherently scattered signals in

a direction perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field during

quiet periods. It would not be surprising to discover a permanent

field-aligned component which becomes enhanced during times of

auroral disturbance. Thus one would expect to see the transition

between auroral scattering and incoherent scattering.

As radar sensitivities are increased, sensitivity will be

limited ultimately by incoherent scattering, It is quite possible

that clutter will be several orders of magnitude more severe in

directions perpendicular to the magnetic field, even during un-

disturbed periods.

The spectrum of the electron scatter is a function of the ratio

of electron to ion temperature (see Figure C.1) as shown by Reference 8.

Thus by careful examination of the scattering spectrum it should be

possible to deduce the electron and ion temperatures. These curves

are for the F-region and the assumption that only 0 predominates.

Other ionic species would give different curves. Hence, in addition

to determining electron temperature and ion temperature, the shape

of the scattered energy spectrum should also give a clue to the

ionic constituents present.
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An additional exciting feature of upper atmospheric investi-

gations based on electron scatter is the predicted effect of the magnetic

field (References 6 and 9). When electron scatter is obtained at and near

the geometry corresponding to specular reflection from the earth's

magnetic field, the scattered energy is expected to exhibit a

spectrum which is i.ndicativt of the kind and amount of ions present

in the scattering volume. For example, if only one constituent, say,

oxygen, is present, the power intensity-frequency spectrum is

expected to show peaks at the ion gyro frequency (about 50 cps

for 0+ at 300-km height) and all of its multiples. The voltage

amplitude-time characteristics of the scattered signal should thus

show a quasi-periodic feature at 50 cps. If another ionic component

is present, its effect on the spectrum or amplitude-time record

will be superimposed (Refereuce 10).

By analyzing the spectrum or noting the periodic components

in the amplitude-time record of the scattered energy, it may be

possible to deduce the ionic constituents which are present, and

their percentage composition in the plasma. Hence, we would have,

in effect, a radar mass spectrometer for upper atmospheric studies.

Quite recently the ion gyro frequency of NO + has been identified in the

normal nighttime E-region field-aligned ionization (Reference 11). Although
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this field-aligned scatter is many tens of db more intense than

incoherent scatter, the ion control of the electrons when looking

at right angles to the earth's magnetic field has been verified for

the first time.

C.4 SELECTION OF RADAR PARAMETERS

The choice of radar parameters for the proposed ionospheric

radar necessarily involves a careful compromise between specifications

set by the scatter mechanism, state-of-the-art of transmitter de-

velopment, and tolerance of the antenna which could be readily

built and installed at the field sites such as Johnston Island.

For the investigation of auroral and electron scatter, fre-

quencies between 100 and 3000 Mc are desirable, as indicated by

Figure C.2. Unlike the conventi,'nal radar, the sensitivity of

the radar for electron scattering varies only as the first power of

the antenna-collecting aperture, and is in reality independent of

the dish gain. For electron scatter and a given dish size the signal-

to-noise ratio is:

(s T P 1n(C.5)
N c B T

where

P T = Transmitted power
NT

B = Receiver bandwidth
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7 = Pulse width

n= 2 for pulse widths 100 to 1000 usec

n = 2 for pulse widths 1 to 100 usec (see Figure C.2).

For coherent scattering from targets having large range depths

compared to the pulse width, T,

(-)c Y 2 G (C.6)
N B

where

G = Dish gain 4 A

2I

For incoherent scattering operations there exists an optimum

frequency where maximum signal-to-noise ratio will be obtained if

other radar parameters remain unchanged. There is also a marked

dependence on pulse width, Ppproaching 20 db per decade of pulse

length. Equation C.3 has been plotted, and is shown in Figure

C.2 for an assumed receiver noise temperature of 75°K. Relative

echo signal-to-noise ratio is plotted versus the logarithm of the

radar wavelength for pulse lengths of , 10, 100, and 1000 ..sec.

It will be seen that the maximum signal-to-noise ratio occurs nvar

400 Mc, but that the fall-off is gradual as a function of wavelength

if a long pulse length is used. The existence of a copious coherent

clutter at 400 Mc during Fish Bowl would suggest a higher frequency
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than 400 Mc. Going to a higher frequency, such, as 3000 Mc, would

cause serious lcsses in the signal-to-noise ratio by the bandwidth

spread in the electron-scattered energy (the positive ions have

less control over the electrons as a higher frequency is used).

The availability of good hardware at 1200 Mc and the desirability

of making the volume cell as small as possible also makes 1200 Mc

a reasonable compromise.

The radar proposed for the incoherent electron scatter experi-

ments during the next test series would be located on Johnston Island

for ease of operation. It would be monostatic and would utilize an

85-foot steerable dish similar to the one constructed for Project

6.9 experiments during Fish Bowl. The radar would be mounted in

three 40-foot vans except for large transformers, etc. The radar

would be phase-coherent, and Doppler spectral s.aminations could

possibly be used to eliminate the other forms of clutter such that

only the incoherent electron scatter would be used to measure

electron density. The characteristics of the proposed radar are

listed below:

Frequency 1200 Mc

Antenna Steerable 85-foot dish

Gain 56 db

Peak power 5 Mw

.Average power 150 kw
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Receiver noise figure 2 db

S/N for electron scatter 30 db (assuming a 1-msec
pulse)

looking directly over-

head at normal F-layer

ionization.

Automatic data processing wouldbe accomplished in digital form

by the use of analog-to-digital conversion equipment and a desk-

sized computer, such as a CDC 160-A, with digital magnetic tape

recording capability. The radar receiver output would be sampled

and digitized at approximately 100 psec (15 km) intervals with a

high-speed analog-to-digital converter under computer control.

The computer would be synchronized with the radar PRF to insure that

the range to each of the samples remains constant. Along with the

sampled amplitude data (which- is proportional to electron density),

time and antenna position information would be fed into the computer

in digital form.

The computer would perform some integration of the sampled

data to improve signal-to-noise ratios (about 2 sec) and feed this

information, along v: i the digitized time and antenna position,

to digital magnetic tape in a format suitable for computer processing.

At the conclusion of the data taking, the digital tapes would be
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played back into the computer, and electron density profiles as a

function of time and position in space could be computed and plotted

automatically.

In addition, analog tape re.ording of all data would be made

and could be used with the computer for additional data processing.

The sensitivity of this radar for electron scatter looking

vertically is outlined below:

Pulse Length Height Volume Cell Size S/N

I msec 300 km 150 km x 3 km x 3 km 30 db

1 msec 1000 km 150 km x 10 km x 10 km 10 db

100 gsec 300 km 15 km x 3 km x 3 km 20 db

100 4sec 1000 km 15 km x 10 km x 10 km 0 db

These results are based upon an F-layer maximum density of 106

electrons/cc and a value of 105 electrons/cc at 1000-km height.

During an actual test, the electron density would be greater than

at normal times, and the signal-to-noise ratios would be greater

than those listed above. In addition, the use of 1 to 2 seconds

integration in the automatic data processing would also increase

the S/N ratios shown above by 10 db.

C. 5 CONCLUSIONS

It is believed that the incoherent radar scatter technique

offers great hope for measurements of physical parameters in nuclear
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bomb phenomenoldgy and should be incorporated-during future test

series.

In particuiar, radar parameters desirable for these purposes

are a compromise but should be of as high a frequency as possible

to

(1) Allow ionic control of the electrons to 1000-km altitude

(2) Minimize coherent clutter

(3) Present as simple an interference problem as possible on

Johnston Island

(4) Make the sampling volume as small as possible.

It is our opinion that 1200 Mc is an ideal choice.

Additional advantages of incoherent electron scatter radar

described above are:

(1) The use of F-region reflections during low-altitude

bursts (20 km or so) with the incoherent scatter radar

allows accurate absorption measurements to be made on a

number of paths surrounding the brst. Approximately

40 db of dynamic range can be obtained (2-way absorption)

by this technique.

(2) The radar described above can also be thought to simulate

L-band radars planned for use in ballistic missile defense

activities. Actually the L-band incoherent radar is 10 db

more sensitive than any L-band radar presently being
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considered for ballistic missile defense system purposes.

(3) The remote monitoring of the L-band incoherent scatter

radar 'has many implications to communications applications

because it is not thought to be affected in a deleterious way by

high-altitude nuclear bursts (Reference 12).

(4) It would appear very desirable to use this sensitive radar

for tracking of specially provided

targets 1through the nuclear burst environment. Such

tracking would result in 1200-Mc angular jitter data

as provided by Project 6.13 .at C-band during Fish Bowl.

In addition, the availability of this tracking radar would

allow engineering simulation of the problems encountpred

by operating a ballistic missile defense system radar

in a nuclear bomb environment. The 398-Mc, Project 6.9 radar

operating at 1200 Mc, and the C-band tracking radars on

the DAMP ship, would provide good frequency coverage for

such tracking experiments.

It is suggested that 100-foot metalized balloons, similar to the

echo balloon satellite, be used as special targets for this and other

tracking radars. In addition, the re-entry vehicles planned for

some of the ,test would also serve as excellent targets.
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APPENDIX D

PROJECT 6.9 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING RECOMMENDATIONS

D. 1 INTRODUCTION

Project 6.9's experiments during the last nuclear test series

were primarily radar measurements. Our objective was to measure,

as functions of time and frequency, the strength and position in

space of the reflections associated with the high-altitude nuclear

bursts.

The automatic processing of radar information is a fairly

complex and difficult task because of the many variables which must

be digitized and recorded, and because of the high data rates which

must be handled. The variables that need to be measured and recorded

in a radar data gathering system are:

(1) The Antenna Position: The azimuth and elevation angles

of the antenna must be known and recorded, in general, within an

amount less than or equal to the antenna beamwidth. In our case the

beamwidth was 0.7 degrees.

(2) Time: The exact time relative to event time must be known

to at least one second, a few minutes after burst-probably more

accuracy is required closer to zero time.

(3) The Range to the Target: This parameter must be known to

at least one pulse width, in our case 301 gsec or 45 km.
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(4) The Range Depth of the Target: The transmitted pulse

may be stretched or spread in range due to the target characteristics.

The range depth should bc known in increments of at least the

transmitted pulse length.

(5) The Amplitude of the Echo: This parameter is a most

important one in determining the size and/or the reflecting char-

acteristics of the target region. The accuracy to which this quantity

need be measured depends to a large extent on the radar receiver

characteristics. For our case, we would need a dynamic range in

the digitizer of approximately 100 quantization increments.

(6) The Doppler Shift of the Returned Energy: The difference

in frequency between the transmitted wave and the reflected wave

may be a quantity of prime importance.

(7) The Doppler Spread of the Returned Pulse: The character-

istics of the target region may cause a spreading in frequency as

well as a shifting in frequency of the returned energy as compared

to the transmitted energy.

(8) The Polarization of the Returned Energy: The polarization

must be measured and the effects of the target upon this parameter

deduced.

Con31derable simplification of a data-gathering system can be

achieved if any of the above-mentioned parameters are not important
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to a particular experiment or are not instrum.ented in the receiving

system. In addition, simplifications result if some of the above

parameters are constant or vary in a systematic and known way-

for example, if the antenna position is fixed, or if it operates in

a systematic scanning mode.

During last year's test series, Project 6.9 conducted basically

two types of radar experiments: (1) the radar clutter experiment,

and (2) the phase path sounder experiment. We had a fixed location

on Johnston Island and movable instrumentation platforms in the

M/V ACANIA (which operated at sea from a position in the southern

conjugate region) and four RC-121 aircraft (two in the north ad

two in the south conjugate regions). Both the clutter and phase

sounder experiments were performed at Johnston and on the ACANIA.

The aircraft participated in only the clutter radar study. The following

discussion covers the Johnston Island experiments and methods of collect-

ing data, similar techniques were used on the ACANIA.

D.2 RADAR CLUTTER EXPERIMENT

For the radar clutter experiment, a completely steerable

azimuth and elevation antenna was used, and it was necessary to

record all of the quantities discussed above with the exception

of polarization Information, which was not instrumented into the
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radar system. The experiment was performed at three radar fre-

quencies, tripling the amount of data. The antenna scanning

procedure was not in general systematic, but varied at the discretion

of the radar operator. Data was recorded on analog mILgnetic tape

and on film at the radar sites and shipped to Menlo '*ark for

analysis. The analysis of the data consisted mainly of rdking

z-axis films from the tapes and hand-sca'Ang the quantities of

interest from the film.

By comparing these films with the position information, one

can determine the position in spac f the radar echoes as a function

of time. In addition, amplitude-time films are made from the

magnetic tapes. One needs to correlate the amplitude-time plot

with antenna position information to determine the positional

effect on this data. A large amount of hand scaling from film

records such as this was necessary in order to deduce the information

such as required for analysis.

Now let us examine the possibility of digitizing the data and

letting a computer do the scaling job. The digitizing could be

done either on-line at the radar sites or from analog tape recordings

at some central facility. First, a consideration of the data rates

shows that the digitized data must be stored on digital magnetic

tape. Using paper tape or cards would be too slow. The data
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rate required to digitize a single frequency of our Johnston Island

radar would be of the order of 45,000 bits/sec, or 130,000 bits/sec

for the three-frequency system. A block diagram of one possible

digitizing and formatting system is shown in Figure D.l.

The commutator switches the analog-to-digital converter

input between the three data channels, the converter converts the

analog signals to digital numbera in some code compatible with

standard computers, the interface unit performs the functions of

level shifting and switching the computer input between the various

digital outputs; the computer formats the data, controls the

timing system, and outputs the digitized data to a digital tape

in a standard format. Single-channel systems of this sort have

been instrumented at SRI in connection with the reduction of radar

auroral data and other radar experiments.

The cost of a three-channel system such as the one previously

described would be of the order of $200,000. fnt system would be

required at each radar site.

Such a system would also be applicable to the proposed incoherent

electron scatter measurement which has'been mentioned at previous

meetings, and is discussed in more detail in Appendix C.

D.3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the lt test series all of our data was recorded in

analog form in the field. There are both advantages and disadvantages
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to this method of recording. The advantages are: (1) there is

a minimal loss of information in the recording process. Instead

of sampling and recording discrete values of the receiver outputs,

every bit of data that comes out of the receiver output is retained

and can be analyzed over and over. There is only a slight degradation

of the data due to the record aDd play-back process. (2) Unusual

phenomena and effects can be more easily interpreted by the

experimenter when the data is presented in the form he is more

familiar with and has had a great deal of past experience in

analyzing. (3) The data gathering and recording system is much

less complex, easier to instrument with conventional equipment and

techniques, easier to trouble-shoot and repair in case of equipment

problems. (4) Less skilled personnel are needed to operate and

maintain it. (5) It is considerably less expensive. (6) The analog

tiystem in most cases will take less physical space. This is a

prime consideration on a ship such as the ACANIA where space is at

a premium.

Along with these advantages are the following disadvantages:

(1) first and most important-the retrieval of the information is

very slow and time-consuming. It may take orders of magnitude

more time to hand-reduce the data than it took to generate it.
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(2) More people are required to scale the data. (3) The possibility

of hian error or the systematic weighting of the data by a data

clerk is present. (4) Subjective decisions may be required of the

data clerk, and different clerks make different decisions. Thus,

the hand-scaled data may be non-uniform.

For future test series we would like to make the following

recommendations for the handling of our radar data:

(1) The radar clutter experiment should be digitized on-line

at Johnston Island.

(2) *The electron scatter experiment would require on-

line digitization and processing.

(3) The radar clutter experiment on board the ACANIA should

not be digitized (primarily due to the limited space

available on the ship). Addition of digital equipment

would have to be at the expense of experimental equipment.

(4) Digitization on board the RC-123. aircraft is not practical

from space and weight considerations, but analog tape

records should be on board in addition to the photo-

graphic equipment.

(5) Present analog tape recording methods should be retained

at all sites, at least as a backup, because of their

inherent simplicity, reliability, and ability to preserve

all the data and to present it in the form with which the

experimenter is most familiar and has the greatest

intuitive feelings.
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